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First Session, Commencing at 9.30 am

MISCELLANEOUS  AUSTRALIAN  COINS

�
George V, florins, �936 (5); George VI, threepence, �942 
plain (2 re-entered). The last good fine, others very fine 
- good very fine. (6) 

$�00

Ex Martin J.O'Brien Collection.

2
George V - George VI, sixpences, �926, �936, �945; shilling, 
�933; florins, �927 Canberra (2); crown, �938 (damaged). 
Poor - extremely fine. (7) 

$60

Ex Martin J.O'Brien Collection.

3
Elizabeth II, mint sets �977 (2), mint dollar �984, Perth Mint 
holey dollar and dump sets �959, �990; Papua New Guinea 
proof set �975, proof silver ten kina �975 (2). In cases and 
packs of issue, uncirculated - FDC. (8) 

$�50

4
George V - Elizabeth II, pennies, �933-34, �95�PL; sixpence, 
�942D; shilling, �96� with bitten edge; florins, �927 
Canberra (2), �944S, �953. In 2 x 2 holders with dealer's 
notes, extremely fine - uncirculated. (9) 

$�20

5
George V - Elizabeth II, halfpennies (3), pennies, �920 plain 
Indian die, �925 broken N die state, other mixed dates (9). 
Good - extremely fine. (�4) 

$�00

6
George VI - Elizabeth II, sixpences, �956, �963; shilling, 
�952; florin, �95� Jubilee, �96�; proof half ounce fine 
silver kookaburra fifty cents, 2002 (missing outer case and 
certificate); proof five dollars, three coin set, 2002, XVII 
Commonweath Games; Austria, Maria Theresa, thaler, �780 
restrike; Cook Islands, commemorative dollar, �986 Great 
Britain, commemorative base metal crowns, �970, �972, 
�98�; New Zealand, crown, �953, Reserve Bank of New 
Zealand, ten dollars, D.T. Brash, �50th Anniversary issue, 
uncut strip of four notes. Uncirculated - FDC. (�4) 

$�00

7
Elizabeth II, proof set �984; mint set �989, fifty cents �998, 
200�, 2003, 2004; twenty cents, �995; florin and shilling, 
�954; Ballarat token replicas (2), RAM coin collector's 
medal; two dollars (R.88, 89 (2)). Fair - FDC. (�4) 

$70

8
Elizabeth II, proof two dollars in silver �988, one dollar in 
silver �992 (2), silver ten dollars �994 (2) in display case; 
mint sets �970/�979 (9 all incomplete), Papua New Guinea, 
PNC proof set �975; Matthew Flinders medallic PNC �974, 
Western Samoa mint set �974. Extremely fine - FDC. (�6) 

$�20

Ex R.J.Pearson Collection.

9
George V - Elizabeth II, crown, �937; florins �927 Canberra, 
�95� Jubilee, �954 Royal Visits (2); pennies, �9�6I, �936, 
�94�, �94�Y., halfpenny blank; silver fifty cents �966; RAM 
roll of twenty cents 20�0 ATO Centenary; also British florin 
�92�, pennies �866, �868, �904, �9��, �9�2; New Zealand 
shilling, �933; USA, Liberty walking half dollar, �934D. Fair 
- extremely fine. (20) 

$�00

�0
Edward VII - Elizabeth II, �9�0-2000, shillings, �9�0, �9�2, 
�9�5, �9�5H, �9�7M, �9�8M, �920M, �92� star, �922, 
�925, �934, �935, �936, �960, �962; five dollars, Sydney 
2000 (six different), plus ten and twenty cents roll wrapper 
blocks. Good - uncirculated. (23) 

$�00

��
George V - Elizabeth II, �928-�964, pennies, �928, �936, 
�938 (red and brown), �94�K.G., �948, �950, �95�PL, 
�952, �952A., �959, �959Y., �962, �963, �964 (both); 
halfpennies, �930, �93�, �932, �939 roo, �940, �942, �943, 
�948, �95�PL, �959. Very fine - uncirculated. (25) 

$200

�2
Edward VII - Elizabeth II, threepences, �9�0, �934, �944, 
�950, �953, �964; ,sixpences, �9�0, �936, �946, �95�, 
�954-55; shillings, �9�0, �9�6, �94�, �952-53, �962; florins, 
�9�0, �927 Canberra, �928, �940, �95� Jubilee, �952, 
�953, �954 Royal Visit, �963; crown, �937. In a Whitman 
type set album, good - very fine. (27) 

$�00

�3
George VI - Elizabeth II, halfpennies, �92�-22 (both 
damaged), �95�; mixed date pennies (27); threepence, �952; 
florins, �927 Canberra, �95� Jubilee, �956; crowns, �937 
(2); proof sterling silver ten dollars, �982 (2). Poor - FDC. 
(38) 

$�00

�4
George V - Elizabeth II, mixed date halfpennies and pennies 
(approx �.30 kg); florins, �927 Canberra, �95� Jubilee, 
�954 Royal visit, �962 (all in perspex holder); silver bracelet 
containing nine .500 fine pre decimal coins, threepence to 
florin (60g); Renniks mixed pre decimal coin set, halfpenny 
- florin; Official Opening of Sydney Opera House, set of two 
sterling silver medallions (set �93 of 2000); mixed base metal 
badges, medalets and transit tokens, (25); Great Britain, 
crown, �95�; mint set, �966; New Zealand, proof (missing 
case) and mint dollars, �976; mint dollars, �970 (2), �974 
(6). Fine - uncirculated. (38) 

$�50
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�5
Edward VII - George VI, �9�0-�944S, crowns, �937 (2); 
florins, �9�0 (8), �9�4H, �925, �926, �927 Canberra 
(5); shillings, �9�0 (9); sixpences, �942, �943D, �944S; 
threepences, �9�0, �9�7M, �9�8M, �925, �926, �928, 
�934, �936 (2), �939, �940, �942D (3), �943 (2), �943D, 
�943S, �944S (2); Great Britain, halfcrown, �889, florins, 
�874, �902; shillings �90�. Early coins very poor, others 
fine - very fine. (53) 

$�50

�6
George V - Elizabeth II, halfpennies (6); pennies (45); one 
cent to fifty cents, �966. In two albums, good very fine. 
(57) 

$30

�7
George V - Elizabeth II, halfpennies, date set, missing, �9�3, 
�9�5H, �923-24, �939; specimen two ounce fine silver two 
dollars, 2002, kookaburra; China, gold panda coin, �982, 
0.30g; India, princley states gold fannam, 0.30g. Poor - 
uncirculated. (62 coins) 

$70

�8
George VI - Elizabeth II, pennies, �949 (nUNC), �964 (70); 
mint rolls, one cents, �990 (2), two cents, �98�; minor error 
(?) coins, halfpenny, �964, pennies, �928, �936, �938, �944 
, one cents, �967 (2), �98�, two cents, �967; Australian 
Defence Force, Operation Gold, Sydney 2000 Olympics 
and Paralympics commemorative medal, in base metal; also, 
Australia Post, low denomination mint packs (6). Very fine 
- uncirculated. (90) 

$60

�9
Edward VII - Elizabeth II, assorted silver issues, florins to 
threepences, Civic Club Hobart 6d check piece, cupro-nickel 
fifty cents (4), includes off centre threepence �958, florins 
(3), shillings (5), sixpences (36), threepences (60), mostly 
George V issue. Fair - nearly uncirculated. (��0) 

$�50

20
George V - Elizabeth II, halfpennies, �9�� - �964, date set 
(6�), missing �923; pennies, �9�� - �964, date set (77), 
missing �930. In dansco press-in albums, very good - good 
extremely fine. (�38) 

$�80

2�
George V - Elizabeth II, �9��-�98�, mixed bronze and cupro-
nickel, plus �966 fifty cents (4), also world minors; mostly 
one and two cents. Fair - extremely. (approx �50) 

$�00

22
Edward VII - Elizabeth II, threepences, pre �946 (36), post 
�945 (20); sixpences, pre �946 (34), post �945 (24); shillings, 
�9�0 (2), �9�� (2), �9�3, �9�4-�5, �9�5H, �9�6M, �9�7M, 
�9�8M, �920M, �922, �924-28, �93�, �934-36, �938-40, 
�94� (2), �942, �942S, �943, �943S, �944, �944S, �946, 
�946 dot, �948, �950, �952, �953 (2), �954-63. All in 
Dansco press-in albums, good - extremely fine. (�64) 

$250

23
Edward VII - Elizabeth II, halfpennies - crowns, including 
crowns, �937 (2); florins, �927 Canberra (7), �928; post 
�945 threepence - florin (400g/82 coins); decimal coins, fifty 
cents, �966 (5); one dollar, 200�C Army; five dollars, �988 
(3); together with a small group of world coins, badges; 
banknote, ten shillings, Armitage/McFarlane (�942) G/22 
087207 (R.�3); New Zealand, mint set, �969; crowns, �970, 
�97�. Poor - very fine. (�72) 

$300

24
George V - Elizabeth II, mixed dates pre �946 threepences 
(73), post �945 (�09). Good - extremely fine. (�82) 

$�20

Ex Martin J.O'Brien Collection.

25
George V - Elizabeth II, �9��-�964, assorted 500 fine silver 
issues mostly threepences and sixpences, some New Zealand 
and Great Britain also proof silver ten dollars �982 (2) and 
mint ten dollars �982 (2), mint set �976 and cupro-nickel 
crowns (3) and world coins including USA Mercury dimes 
(5), Washington quarters (2), Canada five cents, �899. Poor 
- FDC. (approx 200) 

$�20

26
Edward VII - Elizabeth II, threepences, pre �946  (49), post 
�945 (49); sixpences, pre �946 (23), post �945 (33); florin, 
pre �946 (40), post �945 (�7). In albums, mostly worn, 
poor - very fine. (2��) 

$200

27
George VI - Elizabeth II, halfpennies, �94�, �96�; pennies, 
�94�, �950-5�; sixpence, �96�; two cents, �966; ten cents, 
20�6; assorted mixed date commemorative twenty cents 
(65); assorted mixed date commemorative fifty cents (�35); 
fifty cents, mint rolls, �982 (2), in RAM wrappers; mint 
five dollars, �990 (4). In dated envelopes by collector, fine 
- uncirculated. (approx 2�5) 

$220

28
Edward VII - Elizabeth II, �9�0-�983, assorted decimal with 
a few silver pre decimal including �9�0 threepence (extemely 
fine), all in red note album, plus bag of silver coins in 2x2 
holders and New Zealand mint set �969; also Whitman type 
set album (�3 silver coins), Hendo halfpenny set album. Fair 
- nearly uncirculated. (approx 240)

 $200

Ex Martin J.O'Brien Collection.

29
George V - Elizabeth II, �9��-�988, crowns �937 (2), pennies 
(30), fifty cents �966 (26) type sets by Sherwood (2), five 
dollars �988 (5), one cents roll �966, mixed New Zealand 
and USA issues mostly base metal, includes �923 Peace 
dollar, British pennies in Whitman press-in album,  Nelson 
Trafalgar �805-�905 bronze medal in case of issue and ANS 
medals �992. Fair - uncirculated. (approx 250) 

$250
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30
Elizabeth II, proof set, �987; proof ten dollars, �987 (2) 
State series, �989 standard, �990 piedfort, Bird series; mint 
sets, �987 (3); mint ten dollars, �985 (2), �986 (2), �987 
(2) State series; together with USSR, �977-�980, mint set of 
six copper-nickel-zinc and copper-nickel one rouble coins, 
Moscow Olympics series (KM.Y�44, �53.�, �64, �65, 
�77, �78); group of world coins, mostly 20th century base 
metal including Australia, florin, �927 Canberra (3); fifty 
cents, �966 (7); Czechoslovakia, Germany, Great Britain, 
crowns, �953 (S.4�36)(3), �965 (S.4�44), �977 (S.4227), 
�98� (S.4229); Hong Kong, Netherlands, New Zealand, 
Philippines, South Africa, Spain, USA; banknotes, Germany, 
one rentenmark, �937 (P.�73b); Bohemia and Moravia, one 
hundred korun, �940 (P.7a). In cases or wallets of issue, 
proof set missing card outer, ten dollar bird series coins with 
soiled outer boxes, poor - FDC. (267) 

$250

3�
George V - Elizabeth II, �9��-�964, a red Vicane Coin Album 
with pennies (�37), assorted dates missing �925 but includes 
�946 (5), florins (�37), �9�� on including duplicates, missing 
�932. Fair - uncirculated. (274) 

$�,000

Ex Martin J.O'Brien Collection.

32
George V - Elizabeth II, halfpennies, �9�2H (2), �9�3 (4), 
�9�4 (7), �9�4H (3), �9�5H (2), �9�8 (2), �924, �93� (2), 
�939 (4), �940 (8), �942 (3), �944 (7), �945 (7), �945 Y. 
(5); pennies, �9�� (9), �9�2H (2), �9�3-�4, �9�5 (8), �9�5H 
(9), �9�8 (�2), �920 (�4), �926 (6), �93� (3), �93� (dropped 
� variety, 4), �940 K.G, �94� K.G (2), �944 (4), �947 Y., 
�948 Y. (2); sixpences, �925, �926-28 (2 of each), �934, 
�936 (3), �938, �942 (3), �942D (��), �942S (4), �943D 
(3), �943S (7), �945 (5), �946 (2), �95�, �95�PL (3), �954, 
�958, �959 (2); shillings, �9�6, �926, �94�, �942S (2), �943, 
�943S (5), �944, �944S (2), �946, �950, �952 (2), �953-54, 
�957-59, �960 (3), �96� (3), �962-63; florins, �9�6M (2), 
�9�7-�9M, �92�-22, �923-24 (2 of each), �926 (3), �927, 
�927 Canberra (8), �928 (3), �93�, �934 (3), �935 (2), �936 
(4), �946 (4), �947 (4), �95�, �95� Federation (4), �952 (3), 
�954, �954 Royal Visit, �956 (2), �962-63. In 2 x 2 holders 
with collector's lists, very good - very fine. (280) 

$650

33
George V - Elizabeth II, mixed date pre �946 sixpences 
(mostly) and shillings (approx 500 g); mixed date post �946 
sixpences (mostly) and shillings (approx 435 g). Good - very 
fine. (lot) 

$600

Ex Martin J. O'Brien Collection.

34
George V - Elizabeth II, mixed clip seal bags of florins to 
threepence, world coins, includes USA Peace dollar, �924S, 
Royal Visit Badge NSW �920 by Angus & Cook, RMS 
Lusitania replica medal issued by the Souvenir Commitee 
with original leaflet. Fair - uncirculated. (approx 300) 

$�50

35
Edward VII - Elizabeth II, �9�� - �964, halfpennies, two 
sets, excluding �923 in both; pennies, one set, excluding 
�930 (with a substitute British �930 penny); threepences, 
�9�0 - �964, excludes 22/� overdate (�2�); sixpences, �9�0 
- �963 (58). All housed in press-in albums, good - nearly 
uncirculated. (32�) 

$250

36
Edward VII - Elizabeth II, �9�0-�966, threepences to florins 
(�43), includes �9�0 florin (very fine), �932 (very good), 
�933, �939, fifty cents, �966 (�2), shillings (approx 60), 
sixpences (�20), threepences (8), cased �9�0 sixpence and 
threepence; Sherwood packaged �9�0 set (very good). Poor 
- extremely fine. (346) 

$750

Ex Martin J.O'Brien Collection.

37
Edward VII - Elizabeth II, �9�0-�964, collection in Hendo 
album, missing �930 penny, a few halfpennies including 
�923, silver incomplete, includes nearly fine �932 florin and 
very fine �934-35 florin and �938 crown; also some Great 
Britain. The 1947 Perth penny red nearly uncirculated, others 
poor - uncirculated. (353) 

$700

38
Edward VII - Elizabeth II, �9�0-�964, collection, shillings 
(2), sixpence/threepence, penny, halfpenny, missing �933 
shillings (2), silver, otherwise complete with extras, halfpenny 
set missing �923, penny, incomplete but includes �925 
and �946, all in five press-in albums. Poor - uncirculated. 
(353) 

$450

39
Edward VII - Elizabeth II, �9�0-�988, brown Australia Coin 
Album with incomplete collection plus duplication, crowns 
�937 (4), �938, florins to halfpennies and a few decimal. 
Fair - uncirculated. (356) 

$�,�00
Ex Martin J.O'Brien Collection.

40
Edward VII - Elizabeth II, �9�0-200�, crown, �937,  florins 
(29), shillings (30), sixpences (43), threepences (37), pennies 
(�55), halfpennies (83); fifty cents, �966 (�9), �970 (2), 
�977, �982, one dollar (200�), two cents (3), one cent. Fair 
- uncirculated. (406) 

$400

4�
George V - Elizabeth II, mostly pennies, missing �946 but 
includes �925, fifty cents �966 (�2), later (36), some florins, 
shillings, and world minors (290), all in two albums. Fair 
- uncirculated. (428) 

$270

42
Edward VII - Elizabeth II, �9�0-2006, a red Australia coin 
Album with incomplete collection but includes �933 shilling, 
�946 penny, �937 (3) and �938 crowns, �9�4 florin (good 
very fine). Fair - uncirculated. (504) 

$�,000

Ex Martin J.O'Brien Collection.
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43
Edward VII - Elizabeth II, �9�0-�964, assorted silver issues, 
crown �937 (3); florins (57, including gem uncirculated 
�954); shillings (43); sixpences (75); threepences (200); fifty 
cents, �966 (2); five dollars, �988 (2); pennies (60, including 
full red �948, �949); halfpennies (75); USA minors (�5); New 
Zealand halfcrown, �944, all in plastic compartmented case. 
Fair - choice uncirculated. (545) 

$700

44
George V -  Elizabeth II, mixed date, halfpennies (49), pennies 
(90), threepences, pre �946 (26), post �945 (2�), sixpences, 
pre �946 (�5), post �945 (�3), shillings, pre �946 (3), post 
�945 (3), florins, �9�7, �942, �944, �954 Royal Visit (2), 
�960, crown, �937; one cents (26), two cents (22), five cents 
(27), ten cents (23), twenty cents (�8), fifty cents, �966 (3), 
other dates (22), one dollar, �988; also a small assortment of 
world base metal minors (�09), common world banknotes 
(�4), accumulated Australian, used and cancelled stamps 
(approx �00). The coins in albums, good - uncirculated. 
(approx 600) 

$300

45
George V - Elizabeth II, �9��-�964, assorted pennies and 
halfpennies in clip seal bags (5.5kg), also world minors 
(approx 60), including �843 threepence, �903 sixpence 
(poor), �842 groat (poor) Cornwall halfpenny, �79� (fair). 
Poor - extremely fine. (approx 700) 

$50

46
Edward VII - Elizabeth II, �9�0-�964, assorted years, pre 
�946 (�4�), mostly �940's (363), Elizabeth II assorted years 
(337), all in clip seal bags. Fair - extremely fine. (840) 

$400

47
George V - Elizabeth II, �9��-�964, assorted pennies, 
including �938 (approx 20 with mint red, a few silver 
including �9�5H florin, four South East Asia banknotes. 
Very good - uncirculated. (approx 900) 

$300

48
Edward VII - Elizabeth II, �9�0-�983, in blue Australia Coin 
Album, halfpennies to fifty cents, very incomplete includes 
some British; Renniks tan plastic album filled with pennies 
and halfpennies, missing key dates. Poor - uncirculated. 
(approx �000) 

$400

49
Edward VII - Elizabeth II, mixed assortment of silver issues, 
florins to threepences in clip seal bags (approx 6kg). Poor 
- uncirculated. (approx �000) 

$2,000

50
Edward VII - Elizabeth II, �9�0-�99�, assorted issues, silver 
(approx 450) in binder album, pennies (approx 200), and 
halfpennies (64), quantity of decimal issues, New Zealand, 
Great Britain and Fiji, all in one carton, includes, �925 (�), 
�946 (�) pennies. Poor - uncirculated. (approx �200) 

$750

Ex R.J.Pearson Collection.

5�
Edward VII - Elizabeth II, �9�0-2000, assorted silver, florins 
to threepences, many duplications arranged in plastic album 
pages, threepences (approx 930), sixpences (approx 200), 
shillings (9�), florins (�24), plus a few decimals on the sheets, 
all in one carton. Fair - extremely fine. (approx �345) 

$�,000

Ex Martin J.O'Brien Collection.

52
Edward VII - Elizabeth II, �9�0-�964, assorted and 
duplicated florins to threepences in plastic album pages, 
florins, �954 R.V. (72), pre (54), post (50) (quantity loose 
in clip seal bags); shillings, George V (44), George VI (2), 
Elizabeth II (55); sixpences, all pre (63); threepences, pre 
(595), post (464). Poor - extremely fine. (�399) 

$�,500

Ex Martin J.O'Brien Collection.

53
George V - George VI, mixed dates threepences, sixpences 
and shillings, all pre �946. Good - very fine. (970g) 

$700

Ex Martin J.O'Brien Collection.

54
George V - Elizabeth II, threepence - florin, �9�2-�945 
(�30g); �946-�963 (2.�0kg), assorted dates with some 
duplication. Poor - good very fine. (lot) 

$850

55
George V - Elizabeth II, halfpennies; pennies; one and two 
cents (mostly); small amount of world base metal minors 
included. Many mint red, fine - uncirculated. (approx 4.50 
kg) 

$50

56
George V - Elizabeth II, �9�� - �964, mixed date halfpennies 
and pennies, in clip seal plastic bags by date batches. Very 
good - nearly uncirculated. (approx 6kg) 

$70

57
George V - Elizabeth II, mixed dates, halfpennies (mostly) and 
pennies. Good - nearly uncirculated. (approx �0.50kg) 

$�20

Ex Martin J.O' Brien Collection.

58
George V - Elizabeth II, mixed dates halfpennies and pennies. 
Fine - nearly uncirculated. (approx 6.50kg) 

$70

Ex Martin J.O'Brien Collection.

59
George V - Elizabeth II, mixed date (�9�� - �964) halfpennies 
and pennies. Very good - extremely fine. (approx 8.50kg) 

$�20

60
George V - Elizabeth II, mixed date (�9�� - �964) halfpennies 
and pennies. Very good - extremely fine. (approx 8.90kg) 

$�50
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6�
George V - Elizabeth II, mixed date, (�9�� - �964) halfpennies 
and pennies. Fine - extremely fine. (approx 9.70kg) 

$�50

62
George VI - Elizabeth II, halfpennies, �95� (30); assorted 
mixed date halfpennies, pennies, one and two cents (approx 
850g); mixed dates one cents (approx 230); mixed dates two 
cents (approx 450); mixed dates twenty cents (approx �50); 
fifty cents �966 (2); mixed dates post �966 fifty cents (7�); 
assorted mixed dates dollars (�5); mint five dollars, �988. 
Good - uncirculated. (approx ��00) 

$�00

Ex Martin J.O'Brien Collection.

63
George V - Elizabeth II, �9�� - �964, mixed date halfpennies 
and pennies (mostly pennies). Very good - nearly uncirculated. 
(approx �0kg) 

$�00

64
George V - Elizabeth II, �9�� - �964, mixed  date halfpennies 
and pennies (mostly pennies). Very good - nearly uncirculated. 
(approx �0kg) 

$�00

65
George V - Elizabeth II, �9�� - �964, mixed date, halfpennies 
and pennies. Good - extremely fine. (approx �0kg) 

$�00

66
George V - Elizabeth II, mixed dates halfpennies and pennies 
(approx �0.50 kg); mixed dates one cents (approx 430); 
mixed dates two cents (approx 75). Good - extremely fine. 
(lot) 

$�00

Ex Martin J.O' Brien Collection.

MIS-STRIKES

  

67*
George VI, florin, �940, struck three percent off centre, 
partially out of collar with a high lip rim. Nearly uncirculated 
and rare thus. 

$200

 

68*
George VI, florin, �942. Struck out of a collar ninety percent 
off centre, plain edge. Extremely fine and a spectacular error, 
very rare as such. 

$�,000

  

69*
George VI, florin, �942S, struck off centre by fifteen percent, 
out of collar, plain edge. Nearly extremely fine and rare. 

$350

  

70*
George VI, penny, (�942I) full obverse brockage. Attractive 
brown patina, nearly extremely fine and very rare as such. 

$�,000

  

7�*
George VI, florin, �944S, struck off centre by three percent, 
out of collar, edge plain. Nearly full original mint bloom, 
uncirculated and rare thus. 

$350

72
George VI - Elizabeth II, florins, �946, �953, �954 and �963, 
slightly off centre strikes two to three percent, slipped in 
collars, partial plain edges. Fine - extremely fine. (4) 

$200
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73
George VI - Elizabeth II, florins �946 (6), �947 (2), �95�, 
�953 (2), �957 (2), �960 (2), �963, each struck from a 
clipped or bitten planchet; �95� wrong die setting, soft 
obverse, �942, �947, �956, �957 faulty or laminated 
planchets; �95� die cud, �946 (2), �947 die breaks; �9�4 
edge altered, George VI cut and made into a ring, another 
with coat of arms, cut out as safety pin brooch, George V 
(4), George VI (7), lead copies. Fair - extremely fine. (39) 

$350

  

74*
George VI, penny, �947Y., struck fifteen percent off centre 
out of collar. Good very fine. 

$200

  

75*
George VI, penny, �948, struck ten percent off centre out of 
collar with part raised rim on obverse. Good very fine. 

$�50

76
George VI, halfpenny, �948Y., struck fifteen percent off 
centre; �949 struck ten percent off centre. Nearly very fine 
- very fine. (2) 

$�20

77
George V - Elizabeth II, planchet lamination flaws, penny 
and sixpence �923, threepences �926, �943; halfpenny 
�938; sixpences �962, �963; shilling �956. Very good - very 
fine. (8) 

$60

78
Elizabeth II, five cents, �967, �994, �995, 2004, 2006; 
twenty cents, �98�; two dollars 200�, all with faults caused 
outside of the mint. Very good - very fine. (7) 

$30

79
Elizabeth II, five cents, 2003, struck out of collar, five percent 
off centre, plain edge. Nearly uncirculated. 

$70

  

80*
Great Britain, Royal Mint test strike or die trial on a 
scalloped edge cupro-nickel blank (�9.4mm; 3.3g) as used 
on Cyprus half piastres �934 and �938. Nearly uncirculated 
and very rare. 

$�20

Ex Timeline Auctions, 4 December 20�5, lot 2697.

MINT ROLLS

8�
Elizabeth II, sixpence, �962. Re-rolled, uncirculated. 

$200

82
Elizabeth II, sixpence, �962. Re-rolled, uncirculated. 

$200

83
Elizabeth II, sixpence, �962. Re-rolled, uncirculated. 

$200

84
Elizabeth II, sixpence, �962. Undone, in a tube, one coin ex 
circulation (nearly uncirculated), balance uncirculated. 

$�50

85
Elizabeth II, one cents, �976, �978 & �979 (all in RAM 
wrapping); two cents, �966, �979 & �980 (all in RAM 
wrapping); twenty cents, �980 (Ram wrapping); mint carded 
dollars, �993 & �997; mint carded five dollars, �990 & 
�992. Uncirculated. (��) 

$50

86
Elizabeth II, one cent, �978 and �979, mixed quantities of 
each �979 (27); two cents, �979 (6); five cents, �979 (2�); 
ten cents, �979 (3), twenty cents, �979 (�), fifty cents, �979 
(�). In RAM wrappers, uncirculated. (59) 

$200

87
Elizabeth II, two cents, �977, �978 (3); five cents, �987 
(3); fifty cents, �977, �982 (2); one dollar, �984 (2), �986 
(2). The first in Reserve Bank wrapper, all others in RAM 
wrappers, uncirculated. (�3) 

$�50

Ex Martin J.O'Brien Collection.

88
Elizabeth II, twenty cents, �995 (Brambles wrapping); fifty 
cents, �98� (RAM wrapping), another fifty cents, �98� 
(ruptured RAM wrapping, �5 coins); one dollars, �984 
(RAM wrapping); loose mint dollars, �993 (2), 2005 (2). 
Uncirculated. (8) 

$60
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DECIMAL COINS

89
Elizabeth II, mint sets, �966 (3) (2 carboards, � red wallet), 
�972, �979, �98� (2). In packs of issue, uncirculated. (7) 

$�00

90
Elizabeth II, mint sets, �969 in blue wallet, �970, �975, �977-
�983. First three sets toned, extremely fine - uncirculated. 
(�0) 

$�50

9�
Elizabeth II, mint sets, �970, �972, �973, �974, �984, �985, 
�987, �990, �999, 2000-2005, 20�2; mint two coin set, 20�2 
Australian Wheat; mint one dollar four coin set, 20�0 �00 
Years of Australian Coinage. In wallets and packs of issue, 
first four sets toned, 1984 with yellow plastic, extremely fine 
- uncirculated. (�7) 

$300

92
Elizabeth II, mint sets, �970 (2), �974-78 (2 of each), �979 
(3), �980 (6), �98� (2), �982 (3), �983 (4); mint sterling 
silver ten dollars, �982, �986 (3), �987 (4). In packs of 
issue, uncirculated. (37) 

$250
Ex R.J.Pearson Collection.

93
Elizabeth II, mint sets, �980-8�, �985, �988, �992; mint 
fifty cents, seven coin sets in perspex, includes �966 (2); mint 
carded dollars, �984, �994, �997, �998 (2); carded mint 
one dollar five coin set, �984-86, �988, �992; carded mint 
five dollars, �994 (2), �998; mint sterling silver ten dollars, 
�982, �990. In packs of issue, uncirculated. (�8) 

$�00

94
Elizabeth II, mint sets, �982-83, �986 (2), �987 (2), �988, 
�989 (3), �99� (2), �992-93, �994 (2), �995, �997-99, 2000 
(2), 200�-03, 2004 (2), 2005-08; Baby mint sets, �994-95, 
�999, 200�-02. In packs of issue, uncirculated. (37) 

$200

95
Elizabeth II, mint sets, �984-85, �986-87 (2 of each), �988 
(4), �989, �990 (2), �99�, �992 (4), �997 (3), �998 (3), 
�999 (2). In packs of issue, uncirculated. (24) 

$�50
Ex R.J.Pearson Collection.

96
Elizabeth II, mint sets, �986, �988, �992-�998. Uncirculated. 
(�0) 

$200

97
Elizabeth II, mint sets, �988 (2), �99�; mint one dollar 
five coin set; mint five dollars, �996; mint one ounce fine 
silver one dollar ingot, 2008 (2); mint one ounce fine silver 
kookaburra, 20��; proof half ounce fine silver fifty cents, 
2002, kookaburra; Cook Islands, proof fine silver one dollar, 
2002; Kiribati, proof silver ten dollars, 20�2; Tuvalu, mint 
carded dollar, 20�0. Uncirculated - FDC. (�2) 

$�50

98
Elizabeth II, mint sets, �993 (3), �994 (5), �995 (2) �996 
(6); carded mint dollars, various years and mint marks (25); 
proof dollars, �984 (2); mint carded five dollars, �994 (2); 
specimen one ounce fine silver kangaroo dollars, �993, �995 
(2), �996. Uncirculated - FDC. (50) 

$250
Ex R.J.Pearson Collection.

99
Elizabeth II, mint sets, 2000, 2004, 2007, 2008, 2009, 20��. 
Uncirculated. (6) 

$�20

�00
Elizabeth II, Baby mint sets, �994 Gumnut, with Year of the 
Family fifty cents; �998 Koala, with Bass & Flinders fifty 
cents. Uncirculated. (2) 

$�20

�0�
Elizabeth II, Baby mint set, �996 Gumnut, with Sir Henry 
Parkes one dollar. Uncirculated. 

$�00

�02
Elizabeth II, Baby mint set, �997 Gumnut, with Kingsford-
Smith one dollar. Uncirculated. 

$�50

�03
Elizabeth II, Baby mint sets, �998, �999, 2000, 2003. 
Uncirculated. (4) 

$200

�04
Elizabeth II, Baby mint sets, 200� Koala, with Federation 
fifty cents and one dollar; 2002 Koala, with Outback fifty 
cents and one dollar. Uncirculated. (2) 

$�50

�05
Elizabeth II, Baby mint sets, 200� Koala, with Federation 
fifty cents and one dollar; 2002 Koala, with Outback fifty 
cents and one dollar. Uncirculated. (2) 

$�50

�06
Elizabeth II, mint gold two hundred dollars, �980. In wallet 
of issue, uncirculated. 

$650

�07
Elizabeth II, mint gold two hundred dollars, �980. In wallet 
of issue, uncirculated. 

$600

�08
Elizabeth II, mint gold two hundred dollars, �980, �98�. In 
wallets of issue, uncirculated. (2) 

$�,400

�09
Elizabeth II, mint gold two hundred dollars, �980-8�. In 
wallets of issue, uncirculated. (2) 

$�,200

��0
Elizabeth II, mint gold two hundred dollars, �980, �983 and 
�986. In wallets and pack of issue, uncirculated. (3) 

$2,�00
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���
Elizabeth II, mint gold two hundred dollars, �980, �983 and 
�993. Uncirculated. (3) 

$�,800

��2
Elizabeth II, mint gold two hundred dollars, �980-3, �986. 
In packs of issue, uncirculated. (5) 

$3,500

Ex G.W.Sutherland Collection.

��3
Elizabeth II, mint gold two hundred dollars, �980, �98�, 
�982, �987 (2). In packs of issue, uncirculated. (5) 

$3,200

Ex R.J.Pearson Collection.

��4
Elizabeth II, mint gold two hundred dollars, �98�, Royal 
Wedding. Uncirculated. 

$600

��5
Elizabeth II, mint gold two hundred dollars, �982 and �983. 
In wallets of issue, uncirculated. (2) 

$�,400

Ex Mrs B.L.R.Willis Collection.

��6
Elizabeth II, mint gold two hundred dollars, �982 and �984. 
In packs of issue, uncirculated. (2) 

$�,400

��7
Elizabeth II, mint gold two hundred dollars, �984, together 
with aluminium bronze five dollars, 2000 (canoe/kayak) 
and Alderney five pounds, 20�5 (�50th anniversary of the 
Salvation Army). In packs of issue, uncirculated. (3) 

$720

��8
Elizabeth II, mint gold two hundred dollars, �989, set in 
ornate surround frame with fine chain, with certificate No. 
054. In RAM case of issue, uncirculated. 

$700

��9
Elizabeth II, mint gold two hundred dollars, �993. In pack 
of issue, uncirculated. 

$650

�20
Elizabeth II, mint gold one hundred dollars, �996 and �997 
(floral emblems). Uncirculated. (2) 

$�,400

�2�
Elizabeth II, mint gold, one hundred dollars, 200�, floral 
emblems. In case of issue with certificate. Uncirculated. 

$700

�22
Elizabeth II, mint sterling silver ten dollars, �987-88, �990-
9�; mint sets, �988-92, �993 (baby set), �997; proof sets, 
�984-85, �989-90, �992, �997. Uncirculated - FDC. (�6) 

$200

�23
Elizabeth II, mint sterling silver ten dollars, �982 (4) �985 
(4), �986 (2), �988 (4), �989 (2); proof sterling silver 
ten dollars, �982 (6), �987. In packs and cases of issue, 
uncirculated - FDC. (23) 

$300
Ex R.J.Pearson Collection.

�24
Elizabeth II, mint five dollars, �988. Uncirculated. (62) 

$300

�25
Elizabeth II, mint five dollars, �988 (3), �996 (9); mint five 
dollars, �997 PNC; proof five dollars, �996 (3); proof sterling 
silver ten dollars, �982 (2). Uncirculated - FDC. (�8) 

$�20

�26
Elizabeth II, mint five dollars, �990 (5), �992 (2), 2000 (23, 
various Olympic events). Uncirculated. (40) 

$200

�27
Elizabeth II, Sydney Olympic Coin Collection, set ot twenty 
eight carded mint five dollars each featuring an Olympic 
event. In Collector folder, uncirculated. 

$�50

�28
Elizabeth II, Sydney Olympics, 2000, five dollars collection; 
States and Territories mint 20 Coin Collection, 200�; album 
of decimal coins, mostly fifty cents (approx F.V $40); 30 Years 
of Decimal Currency, note and stamp folder; Queen Victoria, 
old head type set, farthing to crown (all worn); silver plated 
souvenir spoons (20). Good - uncirculated. (lot) 

$250

�29
Elizabeth II, mixed date, 20�2 - 20�9, coloured two dollars. 
Mostly uncirculated. (228) 

$500

�30
Elizabeth II, mint silver one dollar one ounce kangaroos, 
�996, �997, �999 (2), 2007, 2008 Reg Mombassa, 2009 
Ken Done; mint one dollars, 2009B (3), C(3), M(3), S(3) 
Citizenship; 2008 two coin set Planet Earth; mint five dollars, 
2000 (2) Phar Lap; 2002 HMAS Perth (2), USS Houston (2); 
mint fifty cents, 20�� (2) National Service. On cards or in 
packs as issued, uncirculated. (28) 

$200

�3�
Elizabeth II, proof one ounce fine silver kangaroo dollar, 
�998 (missing case and cert); specimen one ounce fine silver 
kangaroo dollars, �994, �997-99, 200�-02, 2005; mint 
sterling silver ten dollars, �982, �986 (3), �987, �989 (2), 
�990, �99� (2), �992-93. Uncirculated - FDC. (2�) 

$350

�32
Elizabeth II, Royal Australian Mint, mint selectively gold 
plated silver one dollar kangaroo, 2003, 2007 Rolf Harris; 
proof silver five dollars, 2004 Sydney to Athens; 2007 
(2) Surf Lifesaver, The Ashes; 2008 Centenary of Scouts; 
20�5 Gallipoli Landing. In cases of issue with certificates, 
uncirculated - FDC. (7) 

$250
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�33
Elizabeth II, specimen one ounce fine silver kangaroo dollar, 
2003, specimen one ounce fine silver kookaburra dollars, 
2009 (3); mint one dollar PNC's, 2008 (20), Beijing Games; 
Equitorial Guinea, proof fine silver seven thousand francos; 
Uganda, proof fine silver two thousand shillings, �996, 
zebra reverse (KM.46). Silver coins without packaging, 
uncirculated - FDC. (26) 

$�80

�34
Elizabeth II, mixed date one dollars, includes commemorative 
varieties (approx 355); mixed date two dollars, includes 
commemorative varieties (29). Very fine - uncirculated. 
(approx 384) 

$350

Ex Martin J.O'Brien Collection.

�35
Elizabeth II, mixed date one dollars, includes commemorative 
varieties. In an album, good very fine - uncirculated. (�20) 

$�00

Ex Martin J.O'Brien Collection.

 

�36*
Elizabeth II, PNC, twenty cents �967, in First Day Cover 
�50 years of Banking 4c stamp, with Paramatta '� May 67' 
postmark. Extremely fine. 

$�00

�37
Elizabeth II, mixed date mint fifty cents PNCs (9); mint one 
dollar PNC, 2007; mint five dollars PNCs, 2000 (2), 2005; 
mint set, �984; Arnott's three coin sets, �988 (2); John West 
one dollar coin and note set, �984; mint one ounce fine silver 
kangaroo dollar, �993; mint sterling silver ten dollars, �985 
(3), �986 (3), �987 (3); proof dollar, �984; proof one ounce 
fine silver Holey Dollar & Dump pet, �988; proof sterling 
silver ten dollars, �982, �985, �986 (2), �987 (3), �992 
(piedfort); Last note & First coin packs, one dollars (2), two 
dollars (3), five dollars (2); Bicentennial commemorative 
medallion, �988, in base metal. Uncirculated - FDC. (44) 

$300

Ex Martin J.O'Brien Collection.

�38
Elizabeth II, fifty cents, �966. Very fine - extremely fine. 
(32) 

$300

�39
Elizabeth II, fifty cents, �966 (��), other mixed dates (48). 
Very fine - extremely fine. (49) 

$70

�40
Elizabeth II, fifty cents, �966 (23); together with world coins, 
mixed quantities of 20th century base metal minors (3.2kg), 
includes Austria, Canada, Germany, Great Britain, Greece, 
Hong Kong, Netherlands, New Zealand, Switzerland, USA. 
Fair - very fine. (lot) 

$200

�4�
Elizabeth II, mixed date fifty cents, all post �966, includes a 
large proportion of uncirculated commmemorative varieties.  
Very fine - uncirculated. (approx �80) 

$70

Ex Martin J.O'Brien Collection.

�42
Elizabeth II, mint fifty cents, �970 (25), �97�, six coin set, 
all in perspex mint carded one dollars, �993 (20), 20�� (2); 
mint one dolar five coin sets (2); Rams Head dollar for coin 
set, 20��; mint five dollars, �990 (2); mint sets, �977, �98� 
(2), �982, �983 (4), �985 (�4), �986 (4), �989 (3), �992, 
�994 (3), �995 (2), �997 (2); Possum Magic mint sets, 20�7 
(4). Uncirculated. (95) 

$300

Ex Martin J.O'Brien Collection.

�43
Elizabeth II, mint rolls in RAM wrappers, fifty cents, 20�0 
(2) Australia Day; one dollar, 2007 Apec, 2008 Scouts, 2009 
Age Pension, 20�0 Girl Guides; together with assorted single 
coins including proof five and ten cents, 2006; fifty cents, 
�966, �974, �975, �999, 200�, 20�0; twenty cent, �98� three 
and a half claw variety, 2009 (2) Nurses, 20�0 (2) Fromelles; 
mint five and ten cents, 2004 one dollar, �999, 2000, 2009 
(3) Master Mintmark C, Bilby, Frilled Lizard, 20�0 Year 
of the Tiger; two dollars, 200�, 20�2C Remembrance; five 
dollars, �990 (2) Anzac; Perth Mint, one dollar, 2009, 20�0 
Anzac Day; Great Britain, halfpenny, �799 (S.3778); USA, 
Kennedy half dollars, �964 two coin set. Some carded as 
issued, very good - nearly FDC. (35 items) 

$220

�44
Elizabeth II, mixed date fifty cents, all post �966, includes 
a large proportion of commemorative varieties. Very fine 
- uncirculated. (approx 530) 

$200

Ex Martin J.O'Brien Collection.

�45
Elizabeth II, mixed date mint fifty cents (4); mixed date 
carded mint dollars, various mint marks and themes (42) 
includes one Victoria Cross commemorative, 2000; mint 
carded five dollars, �988 (7), �990 (4), �992 (3), �994 (3), 
�996, �997 (PNC), 2002. In packs of issue, uncirculated. 
(65) 

$250



�0

�46
Elizabeth II, carded mixed dates mint twenty cents (3); 
carded mint dollars, 2008 (4), 20�4; Possum Magic themed 
two dollars, 20�7; themed mint sets, Possum Magic, 20�7; 
Gold Coast Commonwealth Games, 20�8; Mr Squiggle, 
20�9 (2); unofficial decimal mint set, 20�9; Great Britain, 
commemorative crowns, �953, �977 (2) mint sets, �982, 
�985; New Zealand, mint set, �99�; Vatican, base metal 
medals (6); A selection of mixed countries base metal minors 
(32). Fine - uncirculated. (lot) 

$50

�47
Elizabeth II, �966-�99�, twenty and fifty cents, in Supreme 
album, one �973 is Great Britain fifty pence and four empty 
new press-in albums. Very fine - uncirculated. (55) 

$�00

Ex R.J.Pearson Collection.

�48
Elizabeth II, �966-�974, one cent to fifty cents, in press-in 
album issued in �970; includes New Zealand, fifty cents, 
�976 and �980, and New Guinea, shilling, �935. Except 
the last, mostly uncirculated. (69) 

$70

Ex R.J.Pearson Collection.

�49
Elizabeth II, mixed date twenty cents (69); mixed date fifty 
cents (49); mixed date one dollars (63), in an album and 
includes commemorative varieties. Very fine - extremely 
fine. (�8�) 

$�00

Ex Martin J.O'Brien Collection.

�50
Elizabeth II, mixed dates five cents (�00); mixed dates ten 
cents (30); mixed dates twenty cents (56); mixed dates fifty 
cents, includes commemorative varieties (�33); mixed date 
dollars, includes commemorative varieties (39). Very fine 
- uncirculated. (approx 358) 

$�00

Ex Martin J.O'Brien Collection.

�5�
Elizabeth II, mixed dates twenty cents (approx �00); mixed 
date post �966 fifty cents, includes commemorative varieties 
(approx 3�0). Fine - uncirculated. (approx 4�0) 

$�50

Ex Martin J.O'Brien Collection.

�52
Elizabeth II, mixed dates fifty cents, includes commemorative 
varieties. Very fine - uncirculated. (approx 300) 

$�20

Ex Martin J.O'Brien Collection.

�53
Elizabeth II, mixed date twenty cents (399); mixed date 
fifty cents (��4), includes a proportion of commemorative 
varieties. Very fine - nearly uncirculated. (approx 5�3) 

$�20

Ex Martin J.O'Brien Collection.

�54
Elizabeth II, Canada Mint, twenty cents, �98�, three and 
a half claw variety, ex mint rolls. Nearly uncirculated - 
uncirculated. (40) 

$400

�55
Elizabeth II, mixed dates one and two cents, includes 
a proportion of mint red two cents, �966. Very fine - 
uncirculated. (approx 8kg) 

$�00
Ex Martin J.O'Brien Collection.

�56
Elizabeth II, mixed dates one cents (approx 650); mixed dates 
two cents (approx 255); mixed dates five cents (approx 350); 
mixed dates ten cents (approx 220); mixed dates twenty cents 
(approx 580). Fine - nearly uncirculated. (approx �835) 

$�00
Ex Martin J.O'Brien Collection.

�57
Elizabeth II, mixed date, one and two cents (mostly �980's) 
(approx �.70 kg); Great Britain, mixed date .500 fine silver 
sixpences (�2), shilling, �93�, florin, �926 (worn); half new 
pennies, �97� (�7, all mint red). Poor - uncirculated. (lot) 

$50

�58
Elizabeth II, mixed date one cents (approx 870); mixed date 
two cents (approx 340); mixed date five cents (approx 400); 
an incomplete five and ten cents date album; mixed date ten 
cents (approx 220); mixed date twenty cents (3�); mixed 
date commemorative dollars (30). Very fine - uncirculated. 
(approx �900) 

$80
Ex Martin J.O'Brien Collection.

  

�59*
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, mint quarter ounce gold kangaroo 
nugget, 200�, with 'Basler Stab' pm (Basel International Coin 
Fair). In case of issue with certificate 363, uncirculated. 

$750

�60
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, mint half ounce platinum koala, 
�988. Uncirculated. 

$�,000

�6�
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, mint silver two ounce kookaburra, 
�996, with star pagoda pm. In case of issue with certificate 
No 1239, FDC. 

$�00
Ex T.G.Hosemans Collection.

�62
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, one ounce fine silver kookaburra 
dollars, 2009 (4), The Classic Kookaburra, coin and stamp 
folder, includes miniature sheets of decimal commemoratives 
of the original kookaburra three and sixpence �928 issues. 
MUH and uncirculated. (4 folders) 

$�20



��

DECIMAL PROOFS

�63
Elizabeth II, proof set, �966. In second case of issue, FDC. 

$250

�64
Elizabeth II, proof set, �966 in second case of issue. The case 
in mint condition, FDC. 

$200

�65
Elizabeth II, proof set, �966, in second case. FDC. 

$200

Ex R.J.Pearson Collection.

With a hand written receipt by Robert J. Jaggard.

�66
Elizabeth II, proof set, �966 in second case of issue. The 
case in mint condition, fifty cents lightly toned, otherwise 
set nearly FDC - FDC. 

$�50

�67
Elizabeth II, proof sets, �966 (in 2x2 holders, small carbon 
spot on obverse of the two cents, otherwise FDC [no case]); 
�988, �997, 200� (2). Except the first, in cases of issue, 
FDC. (5) 

$250

Ex Martin J.O'Brien Collection.

�68
Elizabeth II, proof sets, �969 (2), �970, �972, �974, �976-
83, �982 (2), �983-84 (2 of each). Missing foams and 
certificates, FDC. (�8) 

$250

�69
Elizabeth II, proof sets, �969-80, �98� (2, one missing cert), 
�982-88; proof dollar, �984; proof sterling silver ten dollars, 
�982, �985-87. In cases of issue, FDC. (27) 

$400

�70
Elizabeth II, proof sets, �969, �975 (2, one missing foam), 
�976, �977 (3), �978-79, �980 (2), �98� (8, three missing 
foams), �983-84 (5 of each). FDC. (29) 

$350

�7�
Elizabeth II, proof sets, �969 (2), �970 (3), �972 (3), �974 
(6), �975 (6), �977-79 (6 of each), �980 (8), �98�, �982 (4), 
�983 (3). In foams with certificates, FDC. (54) 

$600

Ex R.J.Pearson Collection.

�72
Elizabeth II, proof sets, �970, �975, �977, �98�, �983. The 
first set with foam outer, others without, FDC. (5) 

$�20

�73
Elizabeth II, proof sets, �972 (2); proof silver ten dollars, 
�982. In cases of issue, FDC. (3) 

$50

�74
Elizabeth II, proof sets, �972 (2), �974; proof ten dollars 
�982; proof dollar �984, mint sets, �972 (2), �979 (2). 
Uncirculated - FDC. (9) 

$250

�75
Elizabeth II, proof sets, �973-74, �976 (5), �978 (2), �979 
(2), �980 (4), �98� (3), �983 (2), �992 (2), �996 (2), �997, 
�999. In cases of issue, FDC. (26) 

$350

Ex R.J.Pearson Collection.

�76
Elizabeth II, proof sets, �976, �984, �985 (2), �986 (2), 
�987, �988, �993; proof ten dollars, �982; mint sets, �900, 
�992; also Papua New Guinea PNC proof set, �975, Canada 
mint set, �966; USA mint set, �96�; Great Britain mint set, 
�97�; cased British Commonweath crowns (5). Uncirculated 
- FDC. (2�) 

$250

Ex G.W.Sutherland Collection.

�77
Elizabeth II, proof sets, �980-84 (all without foams & certs), 
�988, �99�-95,, 200� (State set), 2005; proof sterling silver 
dollars, �998 (5), 2004; proof silver dollars, 2000, cartwheel 
penny, 2003, Holey Dollar and Dump, 2005, �855 Half 
Sovereign, 2006, Pillar Dollar; proof five dollar, �992, 2002; 
mint set, �966; carded mint dollars, �996 (2), 2004 (3); mint 
dollar and stamps FDC, 20�0; carded mint five dollars �988, 
�996. Uncirculated - FDC. (34) 

$350

�78
Elizabeth II, proof set, �980; proof aluminium bronze five 
dollars, �990 75th Anniversary Anzac; �996 (2) Bradman; 
proof one dollars, 2004 last Australian penny; 20�0 Burke 
& Wills, two coin set; mint coins, five dollars, �992, �994, 
�996, �997 Bradman PNC; one dollars, �986 Year of Peace 
PNC; 2000 Sydney Olympics; 2002 (4) B,C,M,S Year of the 
Outback; 2003 Vietnam; 2003M (2) Korean War; 2004S 
(2) Eureka; 2005 B(3), G(3), S(3) Gallipoli; 2006 50 Years 
of Television; 20�0 Burke & Wills two coin set; fifty cents, 
type set of seven coins; �970 Captain Cook; twenty cents, 
20�� (2) The Ashes. In cases, folders or on cards of issue, 
uncirculated - FDC. (36) 

$200

�79
Elizabeth II, proof sets, �98�, 2000; Perth Mint, proof 
silver millennium coin; dollar �998S; Great Britain, proof 
set �970, mint first decimal sets (2). In packs and cases of 
issue, uncirculated - FDC. (7) 

$80

�80
Elizabeth II, proof sets, �98� (3), �982 (2), �983 (2), �984 
(2), �985, �99�, �994-95, 2003-04; Baby proof set, 200�. 
In cases of issue, FDC. (�6) 

$�50

Ex Martin J.O'Brien Collection.
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�8�
Elizabeth II, proof sets, �98�-82 (6 of each), �983 (3), �985 
(4), �986 (3), �987, �988 (4), �989-9� (2 of each), �992, 
�993 (2), �994, �997-98, �999 (2), 2000-03, 2006-07, 2009. 
In cases of issue, FDC. (49) 

$550

�82
Elizabeth II, proof sets, �983-84 (3 of each), �985 (4), �986 
(3), �987 (4), �988 (5), �989-90 (2 of each). In cases of 
issue, FDC. (27) 

$250

Ex R.J.Pearson Collection.

�83
Elizabeth II, proof sets, �985, �987, �988, �990, �995. The 
1995 set missing card outer, the others with some scuffing 
or slight creases and small tears to outer boxes, otherwise 
coins FDC. (5) 

$�20

�84
Elizabeth II, proof sets, �986 (missing cert & outer), �987; 
Baby proof sets, �995 (includes sterling silver Gumnut 
medallion), �998-99; proof fine silver fifty cents, 2000, 
2002-03; proof one ounce fine silver dollar, 2000 (cartwheel 
penny), proof fine silver dollars, 2002 (Adelaide Pound), 
2003 (Holey Dollar and Dump), 2004 (penny); proof fine 
silver five dollars, 200�-02, 2004; proof fine silver ten dollars, 
2000 (The Present). In cases of issue, FDC. (�6) 

$250

�85
Elizabeth II, proof sets, �986, �99� (2), �993-95 (2 of 
each), �998 (2); proof five dollars, �990, two coin Anzac 
Commemorative set (2); proof sterling silver ten dollars, 
�990, Birds of Australia series ([2], standard & [2], piedfort). 
In cases of issue, FDC. (�7) 

$250

Ex R.J.Pearson Collection.

�86
Elizabeth II, proof sets, �988 - 2008 (most missing inner 
protective box and with texta dates on outside box), 20��-
�2. FDC. (2�) 

$250

�87
Elizabeth II, proof sets, �989, �994, �997, �998, �999. 
FDC. (5) 

$200

�88
Elizabeth II, proof sets, �99�, �993, 200�, 20�2 Special 
Edition; proof baby coin set, 2009 Blinky Bill. In cases of 
issue, FDC. (5) 

$300

�89
Elizabeth II, proof sets, 2000, 200�, 2002, 2003, 2004. 
FDC. (5) 

$250

�90
Elizabeth II, proof sets, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 
20��. FDC. (6) 

$350

�9�
Elizabeth II, Baby proof set, 2000 Koala, with coloured 
Millennium fifty cents. In case of issue, the outer cardboard 
box slightly damaged on corners, FDC. 

$�00

�92
Elizabeth II, masterpieces in silver sets, �988. In cases of 
issue with certificates, FDC. (2) 

$�50

�93
Elizabeth II, masterpieces in silver sets, �988-89 (both with 
case deterioration and missing outers). FDC. (2)

 $80

�94
Elizabeth II, masterpieces in silver proof sets, �988, �989 
(3)(cases with usual deterioration and one missing outer), 
�990-9�, �993-95, �997 - 200�, 2006 (2). FDC. (�6) 

$900

�95
Elizabeth II, masterpieces in silver sets, �990, �993, �997, 
2004, 2006 (2), 20�0-��. FDC. (8) 

$350

�96
Elizabeth II, masterpieces in silver set �990, mint ten dollars 
�986; Centenary Test Cricket �977 PNC pack with silver 
medal; RAM �988 Bicentennial six medal set; Great Britain, 
proof set �980; USA Bicentennial �976 PNC set; Canada 
mint dollar �980; China, ten yuan �984. All in packs of 
issue, uncirculated - FDC. (8) 

$450

�97
Elizabeth II, masterpieces in silver sets, �990, �997, �998 (3), 
�999 (2), 2000, 2003 and 2006; also, proof fine silver ten 
dollars, Australia's Olympic Heritage, six coin set, �994-95. 
In cases of issue with certificates, FDC. (��) 

$500

�98
Elizabeth II, masterpieces in silver sets, �993, �994 fine silver 
year set, 2009. In cases of issue with certificates, the last set 
unopened and shrink wrapped, FDC. (3) 

$300

�99
Elizabeth II, masterpieces in silver sets, �995, �996, �997. 
In cases of issue with certificates, the 1995 set unopened and 
shrink wrapped and the 1997 set card outer damaged on the 
bottom left corner, FDC. (3) 

$300

200
Elizabeth II, masterpieces in silver sets, �998, �999, 2000. 
In cases of issue with certificates, the first and second sets 
unopened and shrink wrapped, FDC. (3) 

$�80

20�
Elizabeth II, masterpieces in silver sets, 200�, 2004; fine 
silver year set, 2008. In cases of issue with certificates, all 
sets unopened and shrink wrapped, FDC. (3) 

$250
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202
Elizabeth II, masterpieces in silver sets, 2002, 20��. In cases 
of issue with certificates, the last set unopened and shrink 
wrapped, FDC. (2) 

$�80

203
Elizabeth II, masterpieces in silver sets, 2003, 2006, 2007. 
In cases of issue with certificates, the last two sets unopened 
and shrink wrapped, FDC. (3) 

$260

204
Elizabeth II, proof fine silver year sets, �999, 2003 - 20�0, 
20�� (2), 20�2. Most with some outer box deterioration, 
FDC. (�4) 

$500

205
Elizabeth II, fine silver proof year sets, 2003-04, 2007; proof 
selectively plated silver fifty cents two coin set 2006; proof 
silver ten dollars, Olympic Heritage series, �994-95 (4 coins). 
In cases of issue, FDC. (5) 

$250

206
Elizabeth II, fine silver proof year sets, 2004, 2005. In cases 
of issue with certificates, both sets unopened and shrink 
wrapped, FDC. (2) 

$�50

207
Elizabeth II, Bicentennial Coin and Note Collection, �988. 
In folders of issue with slightly soiled covers, uncirculated 
- FDC. (2) 

$�20

208
Elizabeth II, Bicentennial Coin & Note Collection, �988. In 
folder and cover of issue, uncirculated - FDC. (2) 

$�20

Ex R.J.Pearson Collection.

209
Elizabeth II, Centenary of Federation proof twenty coin set, 
200�. In case of issue with certificate, FDC. 

$�50

2�0
Elizabeth II, Centenary of Federation, proof twenty coin set, 
200�. In case of issue with certificate, FDC. 

$�00

2��
Elizabeth II, Centenary of Federation, proof coin sets, 200� 
(2, one set missing �4 coins). FDC. (2) 

$�00

2�2
Elizabeth II, proof gold two hundred dollars, �980. In case 
of issue, FDC. 

$650

2�3
Elizabeth II, proof gold two hundred dollars, �980. In case 
of issue, FDC. 

$600

2�4
Elizabeth II, proof gold two hundred dollars, �980, �982, 
�987, �988, �989 and �990. In official timber display case, 
FDC. (6) 

$3,500

2�5
Elizabeth II, proof gold two hundred dollars, �980, �982 
(2), �983, �984, �985 (2), �986, �987 (3), �988 (2), �989 
(2), �990 (2), �99�. In cases of issue, FDC. (�8) 

$��,500

Ex R.J.Pearson Collection.

2�6
Elizabeth II, proof gold two hundred dollars, �982 and �984. 
First in case of issue, second in display holder, FDC. (2) 

$�,400

2�7
Elizabeth II, proof gold two hundred dollars, �983. In case 
of issue. FDC. 

$700

Ex G.W.Sutherland Collection.

2�8
Elizabeth II, proof gold two hundred dollars, �986 and �987. 
In cases of issue, FDC. (2) 

$�,400

2�9
Elizabeth II, proof gold two hundred dollars, �988, 
bicentennial. In case of issue, FDC. 

$700

220
Elizabeth II, proof gold two hundred dollars, �988, First 
Fleet Arrival. In case of issue with certificate, FDC. 

$550

22�
Elizabeth II, proof gold two hundred dollars, �988, First 
Fleet Arrival. In case of issue with certificate, FDC. 

$550

222
Elizabeth II, proof gold two hundred dollars, �988, First 
Fleet Arrival. In case of issue with certificate, FDC. 

$550

223
Elizabeth II, proof gold two hundred dollars, �988, First 
Fleet Arrival. In case of issue with certificate, FDC. 

$550

224
Elizabeth II, proof gold two hundred dollars, �990, �99� 
and �993. In cases of issue, FDC. (3) 

$2,�00

Ex Dr.I.J.Bryan Collection.
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225*
Elizabeth II, proof gold two hundred dollars, 2004, 2005, 
2006, Rare Birds set of three. In case of issue, certificate with 
plaque 299, FDC. (3) 

$3,600

226
Elizabeth II, proof gold one hundred dollars, �995, floral 
emblem, waratah. In case of issue, FDC. 

$750
Ex Dr.I.J.Bryan Collection.

  

  

  

  

227*
Elizabeth II, proof fine gold, one hundred dollars, four coin 
set, 2000 The Sydney 2000 Olympic Coin Collection Gold 
"Pictogram" set. In case of issue, missing certificate, FDC. 
(4) 

$2,600

  

228*
Elizabeth II, proof fine gold, one hundred dollars, 2000, 
Sydney Olympics. In case of issue, missing certificate, 
FDC. 

$650

  

229*
Elizabeth II, proof fine gold, one hundred dollars, 2000, 
Sydney Olympics. In case of issue, missing certificate, 
FDC. 

$650

230
Elizabeth II, Royal Australian Mint and Perth Mint, proof 
gold one hundred dollars, 2000 Sydney Olympics. In case 
of issue, no certificate, FDC. 

$750
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23�*
Elizabeth II, proof 999 fine gold one hundred dollars, 
Sydney 2000 Olympics eight coin set. In case of issue, with 
certificate, FDC. (8) 

$5,500

Ex T.G.Hosemans Collection.

232
Elizabeth II, Royal Australian Mint and Perth Mint, proof 
bi-metal (0.27oz fine gold, 0.�6�oz fine silver) twenty 
dollars, 200�, Sir Donald Bradman. In case of issue with 
certificate, FDC. 

$600

233
Elizabeth II, Sir Donald Bradman Commemorative Coin 
Programme, containing, a mint aluminium bronze five 
dollars, proof one ounce fine silver five dollars and proof 
bi-metal gold and silver twenty dollars (.270oz gold, 
.�6�oz silver), all dated 200�. In case of issue, uncirculated 
- FDC. 

$600

  

234*
Elizabeth II, proof fine gold five cents, 20�5, contains 6.03g 
fine gold. In case of issue with certificate no 56 of 100, 
FDC. 

$350

  

235*
Elizabeth II, proof one fifth ounce gold kangaroo at sunset, 
2007. In case of issue, with certificate, 0566, FDC. 

$800

  

  

  

236*
Elizabeth II, proof gold one fifth ounce kangaroo at sunset; 
proof sovereign and mint quarter ounce gold maple leaf 2008 
dated set of Icons of the Commonwealth, struck by the Royal 
Australian Mint, Royal Mint and Royal Canadian Mint. In 
set case with certificate no 0073, FDC. (3) 

$2,250

237
Elizabeth II, proof gold one tenth ounce ten dollars, 2007 
The Ashes. In case of issue with certificate, FDC. 

$220
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238
Elizabeth II, proof gold one tenth ounce ten dollars, 
Australian Artist Gold Kangaroo Series, 2009 Ken Done. 
In case of issue with certificate, FDC. 

$220

239
Elizabeth II, proof gold five dollars, 2008 Little Dinkums 
Bilby and Koala. In cases of issue with certificates, FDC. 
(2) 

$�80

240
Elizabeth II, proof gold five dollars, 2009 Little Dinkums 
Frill-necked Lizard and Platypus. In cases of issue with 
certificates, FDC. (2) 

$�80

24�
Elizabeth II, proof gold five dollars, 20�0 Little Dinkums 
Tasmanian Devil and Cockatoo. In cases of issue with 
certificates, FDC. (2) 

$�80

242
Elizabeth II, proof gold one tenth ounce ten dollars, 20�5, 
Centenary of Gallipoli Landing. In case of issue with 
certificate, FDC. 

$220

243
Elizabeth II, proof sterling silver ten dollars, �982 (8), �985, 
�986-88 (2 of each); proof fine silver ten dollars, two coin 
sets, �997-99. In packs of issue, FDC. (�8) 

$250

244
Elizabeth II, proof sterling silver ten dollars, �989-94, Birds 
of Australia (standard). In presentation case, FDC. 

$�50

245
Elizabeth II, proof sterling silver ten dollars, Birds of 
Australia series, �989 (3 standard & one piedfort), �99� 
(3 piedfort), �992 (standard & piedfort), �993 (2 piedfort), 
�994 (� standard & 3 piedfort); Endangered Species series, 
�995 (� standard & 2 piedfort), �997 (standard & piedfort). 
In cases of issue, FDC. (20) 

$350

246
Elizabeth II, carded mint dollars, various dates and mint 
marks (46), carded mint five dollars, �996 (�0); proof 
sterling silver ten dollars, Birds of Australia series, �989 
(3, standard), �99� ([2], standard, [�], piedfort), �992 ([3], 
standard, [2], piedfort), �993-94 (both standard); proof 
sterling silver ten dollars, Endangered Species series, �995-
96 (both standard). In packs and cases of issue, uncirculated 
- FDC. (69) 

$300

Ex R.J.Pearson Collection.

247
Elizabeth II, proof fine silver ten dollars, three coin set, �999-
200�, Past, Present and Future. In cases of issue, including 
set case, FDC. (3 coins) 

$�50

248
Elizabeth II, proof sterling silver two dollars, �988 (2); proof 
sterling silver ten dollars, �995-�998, Endangered species 
series (standard), proof sterling silver ten dollars, two coin 
sets, �997-99; Masterpieces in Silver sets, �988, �994-96, 
2002-03. In cases of issue, FDC. (�2) 

$400

249
Elizabeth II, proof fine silver five dollars, 2000, The Sydney 
2000 Olympic Silver Coin Collection, set of sixteen. In Jarrah 
case of issue with certificates, FDC. 

$400

250
Elizabeth II, proof silver five dollars, Millennium Hologram 
Series, 200� Centenary of Federation; 2002 Year of the 
Outback. In cases of issue with certificates, FDC. (2) 

$250

25�
Elizabeth II, proof silver five dollars, International Polar 
Year Series, 2008 Skua in Flight, 2009 Antarctic Explorers 
(2), Aurora Australis. In cases of issue with certificates, 
FDC. (4) 

$�50

252
Elizabeth II, proof five dollars, �988 (3), �994, �996, �998; 
proof five dollars three coin set, 2002; proof fine silver 
five dollars, 200�, 2002 (2, different themes), 2003; mint 
carded dollars, �994 (6); mint carded five dollars, �988 (9), 
�994 (5); specimen one ounce fine silver kangaroo dollars, 
�993, �996, �999; one ounce fine silver koala dollar, 20��. 
Uncirculated - FDC. (35) 

$350

253
Elizabeth II, proof aluminium bronze five dollars, �994 
Enfranchisement of Women; �996 Bradman; �998 Royal 
Flying Doctor; 2000 Phar Lap; proof silver five dollars, 
2004 Adelaide to Darwin Railway; proof ten dollars, �982 
Commonwealth Games; mint ten dollars, �982, �988, 
�999 Snowy Mountains Scheme; proof two coin sets, 2008 
Planet Earth; 2009 Astronomy; 20�� Australian Wool; 
20�2 Australian Wheat. In cases and wallets of issue with 
certificates, uncirculated - FDC. (�3) 

$280

254
Elizabeth II, proof one dollar one ounce silver kangaroo, 
�999C (2), 2000, 200�, 2002 (2), 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006. 
In cases of issue with certificates, the 1999 coins without 
certificates, FDC. (�0) 

$300

255
Elizabeth II, proof one ounce fine silver kangaroo dollars, 
�999, 2002-06, 2009; proof fine silver Kangaroo at Sunset 
dollars, 20�0 (2), proof one ounce fine silver selectively gold 
plated kangaroo dollars, 2003-04; proof fine silver dollars, 
2003 (Holey Dollar and Dump), 2004 (penny), 2005 (Sydney 
Mint Half Sovereign), 2006 (Pillar Dollar), 2008 (Square 
Penny); proof one ounce fine silver five dollars, 2003 (Rugby 
World Cup), 2007 (2, Harbour Bridge & Lifesaver); proof 
fine silver ten dollars, 2002 (Adelaide Pound), 2003 (Sydney 
Mint Sovereign), 2005 (Sydney Mint Sesquicentenary). 
FDC. (2�) 

$700
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256
Elizabeth II, specimen fine silver one ounce kangaroo 
dollars, 2003-4; proof fine silver one ounce five dollars, 
2009, Meteorite (missing case and certificate); 20�2-�4, 
Southern Sky series (Pavo, Orion & Crux); also, Silver 
Skylab medallion, �980, containing 25g fine silver, by Kara 
International; ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (�988) (R.3�0b). 
Uncirculated - FDC. (8) 

$200

257
Elizabeth II, proof one ounce fine silver dollar, �996; proof 
five dollars, �988 (5), �992, �994 (2), �996. In cases of 
issue, FDC. (�0) 

$�00
Ex R.J.Pearson Collection.

258
Elizabeth II, proof sterling silver dollar, �996; proof sterling 
silver two dollars, �988 (2); proof fine silver Holey Dollar 
and Dump sets, �988 (2); Masterpieces in Silver sets, �988 
(2). In cases of issue, FDC. (7) 

$250
Ex R.J.Pearson Collection.

259
Elizabeth II, Royal Australian Mint Subscription Coins, 
proof silver one dollar, 2003 Holey Dollar and Dump; 2004 
Last Penny with copper centre; 2006 Spanish Pillar Dollar; 
2008 �92� Kookaburra penny; selectively gold plated 
silver, 2005 Sydney �855 half sovereign; 2007 Johanna; 
2009 Adelaide Assay Office Ingot. In cases of issue with 
certificates, FDC. (7) 

$250

260
Elizabeth II, proof dollar, �984; proof five dollars, �988; 
sterling silver proof ten dollars, �987-88, �990-9�; proof 
sterling silver Birds of Australia ten dollars, �99�-94 (all 
piedfort, with presentation case). In cases of issue, FDC. 
(�0) 

$200

26�
Elizabeth II, proof dollars, �984 (3); proof five dollars, 
2002 and 2004 (PNC); Perth Mint, specimen one ounce 
fine silver kookaburras, �99� (2), �994, �999; First Fleet 
modern commemorative medals, in base metal. Uncirculated 
- FDC. (�2) 

$�20

262
Elizabeth II, proof dollars, �984 (3); proof five dollars, 
�988 (3), �994 (3), �996, �998, 2000; proof five dollars, 
two coin set, �990 (3), Anzac commemorative. In cases of 
issue, FDC. (�5) 

$�00

263
Elizabeth II, proof dollar, �984 (2); proof sterling silver 
dollars, �990 (missing case & cert), �998 proof one ounce 
fine silver dollar, �998; specimen fine silver kangaroo dollar, 
�998; proof sterling silver two dollars, �988 (missing outer); 
proof five dollars, �988 (2) (one missing case & cert), �988; 
proof silver ten dollars, �982 (2) (one missing case & cert), 
�985 (missing outer), �988; Great Britain proof silver pound, 
�983 (standard); Kiribati, proof .500 fine silver ten dollars, 
20�5 (missing case & cert). Uncirculated - FDC. (�6) 

$�50

264
Elizabeth II, proof dollars, �984 (5, one missing outer); proof 
five dollars, �988 (missing outer); proof ten dollars, �985-85 
(2 of each), �988 (missing outer); mint ten dollars, �985 (2), 
�986 (4); New Zealand proof sterling silver dollar four coin 
set, �990, XIVth Commonwealth Games commemorative. 
Uncirculated - FDC. (�8) 

$250

265
Elizabeth II, proof aluminium bronze one dollar, �984 
first portrait type; proof silver one dollars, �993 Barcelona 
Olympics; �993 Landcare; �994 Dollar Decade; �995 (2), 
Waltzing Matilda, one Sydney Coin Fair issue; �996 Parkes; 
�997 Kingsford Smith; �998 Florey; �999 Last Anzacs; 2000 
HMAS Sydney II; 200� Army; 2002 Year of the Outback; 
2004 Eureka; 2005 (2) Gallipoli; 2007 Sydney Harbour 
Bridge; 2008 Coat of Arms; 2009 Citizenship; 20�0 �00 
years Australian coinage. In cases of issue, the first coin 
missing card outer, the outers of the 1992, 1994 and 1996 
damaged, FDC. (20) 

$300

266
Elizabeth II, proof dollars, �984 (2); proof sterling silver ten 
dollars, �985 (4), �986 (2), �987 (4), �988-92 (2 of each), 
�993. In cases of issue, FDC. (23) 

$250
Ex R.J.Pearson Collection.

267
Elizabeth II, proof sterling silver dollars, �99�, �993-94, 
�995 (2); proof fine silver kangaroo dollars, �994, 2005; 
proof sterling silver ten dollars, �985, �989 (2), �992; mint 
ten dollars, �985 (2), �987-88. In packs and cases of issue, 
uncirculated - FDC. (�5) 

$200

268
Elizabeth II, proof sterling silver dollars, �992-94, �996 (2), 
�997 - 200�, 2002 (2), 2003 (2), 2004; proof one ounce 
fine silver dollars, �997, �998 (2), 2002; proof one ounce 
fine silver kangaroo dollars, �999, 200�-02; proof sterling 
silver two dollars, �988 (3); proof fine silver five dollars, 
2002, 2004 (AFL), 2004 (2, Bicentenary of Tasmania), 2004 
(Journey Continues); proof sterling silver ten dollars, �993. 
In cases of issue, FDC. (32) 

$400

269
Elizabeth II, proof silver one dollars, �996 Decimal Currency; 
�997 Old Parliament House; �999 Majestic Images; 
2000 Proclamation Coins; 2002 Melbourne Mint; 2007 
Rolf Harris; 2008 Reg Mombassa. In cases of issue with 
certificates, FDC. (7) 

$220

270
Elizabeth II, proof fine silver dollar, �998; proof sterling 
silver two dollars, �988 (missing outer); proof fine silver 
Holey Dollar and Dump set, �988; proof sterling silver 
ten dollars, �988 (missing outer); proof sterling silver ten 
dollars, �989, Birds of Australia series (both standard); 
masterpieces in silver set, �99�; proof sets, �988, �989 (3, 
one missing outer), 200� (state series); mint carded dollar, 
�996S; mint carded five dollars, �996; modern base metal 
commemorative medals (6); Great Britain, proof set, �980. 
Uncirculated - FDC. (2�) 

$250
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27�
Elizabeth II, proof silver fifty cents, 2000 Royal Visit; 
2002 50th Anniversary Accession Elizabeth II; 2003 50th 
Anniversary Elizabeth II Coronation; 2004 Primary Student 
Design. In cases of issue with certificates, FDC. (4) 

$�00

272
Elizabeth II, proof fine silver fifty cents, 2002; proof sterling 
silver dollars, �993-95, �997-99, 2002, 2008, 20�� (2); 
proof one ounce fine silver dollar, �998-99, 200�-02; proof 
one ounce fine silver kangaroo, 2007 (2); proof fine silver 
five dollars, �999 (2 different themes); proof sterling silver 
ten dollars, �990, �992; silver Olympic medallion, 2000; 
two coin proof set, 2008; proof sets, 2009 (2); New Zealand 
proof set, �989. FDC. (26) 

$400

273
Elizabeth II, proof fine silver fifty cents, 20�2, Diamond 
Jubilee commemorative; proof dollars, �984 (3); proof 
five dollars, �988 (2); proof sterling silver ten dollars, 
�982, Commonwealth Games and �994, Birds of Australia 
(piedfort); proof sterling silver ten dollars, �993, twin coin 
set, Olympics Centennial Coin Programme (case moisture 
affected and missing outer box); proof fine silver one ounce 
medallion, Australian Wildlife commemorative, by The Perth 
Mint (missing outer box). FDC. (�0) 

$�50

 

274*
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof gold four coin nugget sets 
collections �986, �987 and �988 in official timber display 
case of issue. With certificates, FDC. (�2) 

$�2,000

  

  

  

  

  

  

275*
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof gold five coin kangaroo 
nugget set, �989, in case of issue with serial no �2�7 on 90th 
anniversary medal (20.8g of .375 gold). FDC. (5)

$4,500
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276*
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof gold five coin kangaroo 
nugget set, �990. In case of issue, no 1310, FDC. (5) 

$4,000

Dr.I.J.Bryan Collection.

  

277*
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof half ounce gold kookaburra 
'Discover Australia' nugget, 2008. In case of issue with 
certificate 0588, FDC. 

$�,250

  

  

  

  

part

278*
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof quarter ounce kangaroo 
nuggets, collection �99�, �993-2004. In cases of issue with 
certificates, FDC. (�3) 

$8,000

279
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof fine gold quarter ounce, 
twenty five dollars, nugget, �995. In wallet of issue with 
certificate, FDC. 

$500

280
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof one twentieth ounce fine 
gold five dollars, �989, nugget; proof one twentieth ounce 
.9995 fine platinum five dollars, �989, koala. In wallets of 
issue, FDC. (2) 

$�20

28�
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, one twentieth ounce proof gold 
kangaroo nugget coin, �998, with natural gold nugget .5g. 
In folder of issue, FDC. 

$�50

282
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, Family of Precious Metals, mini 
proof set, �995, contaning proof one ounce fine silver 
kookaburra dollar, proof one twentieth ounce .9995 fine 
platinum koala five dollars and proof one twentieth ounce 
fine gold kangaroo/nugget five dollars. In wooden case of 
issue, FDC. 

$200

Set number 440 of 600 issued.

283
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof one tenth ounce .9995 fine 
platinum fifteen dollars, koalas, �992-93, �995. In wallets 
of issue, FDC. (3) 

$300
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284*
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof half ounce .9995 fine platinum 
fifty dollars, koala, �988. In case of issue, missing certificate, 
FDC. 

$500

285
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof one tenth ounce .9995 fine 
platinum fifteen dollars koala, �996. Fingerprint marks 
on coin otherwise in case of issue with certificate, nearly 
uncirculated. 

$�00

286
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof one tenth ounce platinum 
koala, �997. In case of issue with certificate, FDC. 

$�00

  

287*
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof one ounce .9995 fine palladium 
forty dollars emu, �996. In case of issue with palladium emu 
themed five dollar Telstra phonecard, FDC. 

$2,500

288
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof bi-metal gold and silver one 
hundred dollars, �999, The Centenary Sovereign (AGW= 
.2354 ounces). In case of issue with certificate, FDC. 

$550

 

289*
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof bi-metal Centenary Sovereign 
(.2354oz gold, .�6�oz silver). In timber case of issue, 
FDC. 

$500

290
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, Centenary of Federation Floral 
Emblems bi-metal coin. In case of issue with certificate, 
FDC. 

$650

  

29�*
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof-like bi-metal gold and silver 
twenty dollars, 200�, Gregorian Calander commemorative 
(.270oz gold). In case of issue, FDC. 

$600

292
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof sovereign, 2005, �50th 
Anniversary of Australia's First sovereign commemorative. 
FDC. 

$500

Coin encased in front cover of book "Australia's Sovereigns" published by 
The Perth Mint.

  

293*
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof half sovereign, 20�6. In case 
of issue with certificate, FDC. 

$280

No. �8 of �500 struck.

294
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof one ounce fine silver, 
Holey dollar and Dump sets, �988. In packs of issue with 
certificates, FDC. (5) 

$�50

295
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof fine silver Holey Dollar and 
Dump set, �988; proof one ounce fine silver one dollars, 
�997 (2), kookaburras (Phoenix & Dragon pm's); proof 
two ounce fine silver two dollars, �997, kookaburra (crown 
pm); specimen one ounce fine silver five dollars, �990, 
kookaburra. Uncirculated - FDC. (5) 

$�20

296
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint proof fine silver Holey Dollar and 
Dump sets, �988, �989 (2), �990; proof one ounce fine silver 
dollars, 200� (2, different themes, one missing outer), 2003 
(2, different themes), 2004 (3, different themes), 2006; proof 
one ounce kookaburra dollar, 2006; proof two ounce  silver 
kookaburra two dollars, �997, �999, specimen one ounce 
five dollars kookaburra, �990. In cases of issue, FDC. (�5) 

$350

297
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint proof fine silver one kilo thirty 
dollars, kookaburra, �992. In case of issue with certificate, 
FDC. 

$�,000
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298
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, one kilo fine silver thirty dollars, 
�992, kookaburra. Uncirculated. 

$900

 

 

reduced

299*
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof fine silver one kilo thirty 
dollars, kookaburra, �993. In case of issue with certificate, 
FDC. 

$�,000

300
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof Kookaburra Kilo Collection, 
�994, containing fine silver one ounce, two ounce, ten 
ounce and one kilo kookaburra coins. In case of issue with 
certificate, FDC. 

$�,500
Set number 225 of �000 issued.

30�
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof fine silver ten ounce ten 
dollars, kookaburra, �992. In case of issue with certificate, 
FDC. 

$300

302
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, ten ounce fine silver ten dollars, 
�992, kookaburra. Uncirculated. 

$300

 

 

303*
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof fine silver ten ounce ten 
dollars, kookaburra, �993. In case of issue, FDC. 

$300

304
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof fine silver, The Australian 
Kookaburra, Ten Ounce Collection, �995, containing one 
ounce, two ounce and ten ounce. In case of issue with 
certificate, FDC. 

$400

Set number 82 of 300 issued.

305
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof fine silver, The Australian 
Kookaburra, Ten Ounce Collection, �998, containing proof 
one ounce, two ounce and ten ounce kookaburra coins. In 
case of issue with certificate, FDC. 

$400

Set number �4� of 300 issued.

306
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof fine silver two ounce two 
dollars, 2005, five coin set, Australian Peacekeepers. In case 
of issue, FDC. 

$250
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307
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, specimaen one ounce fine silver five 
dollars, �990-9�, kookaburras; proof one ounce fine silver 
dollars, �997 (Panda pm) and �999 (Square Penny pm). 
Uncirculated - FDC. (4) 

$�00

308
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof fine silver one ounce 
kookaburra dollars, �992-93, �999 (square penny pm); 
proof fine silver two ounce kookaburra two dollars, �992-
93, �995 (florin and 40 hr famine 20th anniversary pm's), 
�996 (star pagoda pm), �997 (crown pm). In packs and 
cases of issue, FDC. (9) 

$350

309
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof fine silver one ounce one 
dollars, �999 - 20�0, Australian Lunar Silver Coin Series, 
�2 Year Collection, Gilded Edition. In Jarrah case with 
certificates, FDC. 

$250

3�0
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof silver one dollar one ounce 
kookaburra; 200� Holey Dollar & Dump coin; 2004 
kookaburra; 2006 50 years of Television; 2008 25th 
Anniversary America's Cup Victory; 20�2 Long Tan; 
proof silver fifty cents half ounce kookaburra, 2004 square 
coin; proof silver twenty five cents; mint silver one dollar 
kookaburra, 200� Centenary of Federation privy mark; bi-
metal, 2004 50th Anniversary Royal Visit; gilded editions (2) 
2004, 2008 Coin Fair issue; proof silver fifty cent half ounce, 
2009 Leafy Sea Dragon. In cases of issue with certificates, 
uncirculated - FDC. (��) 

$300

3��
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof silver one dollar one ounce, 
Australian Antarctic Territory Series, 2005 Leopard 
Seal; 2006 Edgeworth David; 2007 Davis Station; 2008 
Humpback Whale; 2009 South Magnetic Pole; 20�0 Husky; 
20�� (2) Killer Whale. In cases of issue with certificates, 
FDC. (8) 

$300

3�2
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof half ounce fine silver fifty 
cents, 2002 (2, both without cases), 2003, kookaburras; 
proof one ounce fine silver dollar, 2005, gilded kookaburra; 
one ounce fine silver commemorative dollars, 200� and 
2003; specimen one and two ounce fine silver dollar and two 
dollars, �992, kookaburras. Uncirculated - FDC. (8) 

$�50

3�3
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof half ounce fine silver 
kookaburra, fifty cents, 2003; proof one ounce fine silver 
kookaburra dollar, 2005; proof fine silver one and two ounce 
kookaburra dollar and two dollars, two coin set, 2002 (2); 
gilded one ounce fine silver kookaburra dollars, 2004, 2005 
(2), 2006. In cases of issue, with certificates, FDC. (9) 

$220

3�4
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof half ounce fine silver 
kookaburra fifty cents, 2004; proof one ounce fine silver 
five coin set, 2006; proof one ounce fine silver kookaburra 
dollar, �993; specimen two ounce fine silver kookaburra 
two dollars, �999. In packs and cases of issue, uncirculated 
- FDC. (4) 

$200

3�5
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof half ounce fine silver fifty 
cents, 2009 (2), The Reef; proof one ounce fine silver dollars, 
2004, Eureka Stockade, 2004, 35th Anniversary Moon 
Landing, 2005, 60th Anniversay of End of WWII, 2006, 
Australia on the Map, 2006, Pre-Decimal Currency, 2006, 
�923 halfpenny (Tuvalu), 2007, Sputnik (Cook Islands), 
2009, South Magnetic Pole, 2009, Australian Swimming, 
20�0, Australian Olympic Team, 20�0 High relief Kangaroo; 
one ounce fine silver one dollars two coin set, 2005, 
ANZACS; proof one ounce fine silver one dollars, five coin 
set, 2009, The Dreaming Series; proof fine silver Australian 
Decimal Pattern five coin set, 2009. FDC. (�6) 

$500

  

3�6*
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, Tuvalu, proof spot-coloured one 
ounce silver dollar, 2006 (red back spider). In case of issue 
with certificate No 000842, FDC. 

$400

3�7
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, spot-coloured proof one ounce 
silver dollar, 20�2 (Funnel-web spider). In case of issue with 
certficate No 2618, FDC. 

$�50

AUSTRALIAN  HISTORICAL  MEDALS

 

3�8*
Love token, a British �8th century trade token (33.5mm), 
probably a Welsh Parys Mine Company penny token, 
impressed on edge 'On Demand In London Liverpool Or 
Anglesey .X.', smoothed down on both sides, obverse 
inscribed, 'M*P/Aged 20/�7*9�' and other decorative 
designs, reverse inscribed with a decorated heart with 
crossed arrows and above is a winged heart, and with other 
decorative markings. Some edge bumps, otherwise fine. 

$500

Ex Peter Lane Collection.

This token has been exhibited at the National Museum of Australia, South 
Australian Museum, and the Museum of Australian Democracy at Eureka 
in Ballarat, Victoria.
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3�9*
Convict love token, a George III �797 cartwheel penny 
shaved smooth on obverse and stipple engraved, 'J./Harris/
Forget/Me Not' with a heart below. Good fine. 

$750

Ex Peter Lane Collection.

This token has been exhibited at the National Museum of Australia, South 
Australian Museum, and the Museum of Australian Democracy at Eureka 
in Ballarat, Victoria.

  

320*
Convict love token, a George III �797 cartwheel penny 
shaved smooth on both sides and with a pierced hole at 
top for suspension, obverse stipple engraved, '(�833)/John 
Davis/Think of Me/Till I Get/My/Liberty', reverse stipple 
engraved with a large sprig of leaves above an inscription, 
'Token/of/Regard' with a cross at both sides and a fouled 
anchor below. Some small edge nicks, otherwise good fine. 

$�,000

Ex Peter Lane Collection.

This piece is recorded on p97 of Convict Love Tokens by T.Millett �998, and 
has been exhibited at the Mint and Barracks Museum, National Museum 
of Australia, South Australian Museum, and the Museum of Australian 
Democracy at Eureka in Ballarat, Victoria.

  

32�*
Convict love token, a George III �797 cartwheel penny 
shaved smooth on both sides, obverse stipple engraved, 'E 
C' within a heart surrounded with leaves and with a bird 
facing left standing above the heart, reverse stipple engraved, 
'Home/Love and/Liberty' within a wreath of leaves. Fine. 

$�,000

Ex Peter Lane Collection.

This token has been exhibited at the National Museum of Australia, South 
Australian Museum, and the Museum of Australian Democracy at Eureka 
in Ballarat, Victoria.

  

322*
Convict love token, a George III �797 cartwheel penny 
shaved nearly smooth on obverse and engraved, 'No Dens/
July 8.�836/T.Hautenville'. Reverse with deep channel 
where it appears an item with an inscribed scroll has been 
struck, several scratches on obverse from shaving surface, 
otherwise very good. 

$750

No Dens above is possibly a reference to Nodens, a Celtic diety.

 Ex Peter Lane Collection.

This piece is recorded on p�0� of Convict Love Tokens by T.Millett �998, 
and has been exhibited at the Mint and Barracks Museum, National Museum 
of Australia, South Australian Museum, and the Museum of Australian 
Democracy at Eureka in Ballarat, Victoria.

 

323*
Convict love token, a George III �797 cartwheel twopence 
stipple engraved on reverse, at the left 'SB' and at the right 
'�848'. A few small edge bumps and on the obverse is lightly 
scratched 'SB' and with several contact marks, otherwise 
good fine. 

$300

Ex Peter Lane Collection.

This token has been exhibited at the National Museum of Australia, South 
Australian Museum, and the Museum of Australian Democracy at Eureka 
in Ballarat, Victoria.

324
Sir Joseph Banks, �745-�820, Royal Horticultural Society, 
in silver (38mm) uninscribed. Fine. 

$50
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325*
Mudie's National Medals Series, a complete series of 40 bronze medals for British Military and Naval Victories (Eimer ��36 
where each of the 40 medals is recorded), housed in two trays of 20 medals each and stored in a book-style holder, the front 
of which bears the gold blocked Royal arms and below the title 'NATIONAL MEDALS', on the spine is gold blocked with 
the title 'SERIES/of/MEDALS/on/BRITISH/VICTORIES' and decorated with several facing lion's head images, the cover has a 
swing clip at the opening side for secure closing, on the back cover is gold blocked, 'PRESENTED/AS A MARK OF ESTEEM/
TO/JAMES NORTON ESQr./BY THE PROJECTOR/JAMES MUDIE.' ; also An Historical and Critical Account of A Grand 
Series of National Medals, Published under the Direction of James Mudie, Esq. and dedicated by permission To His Most 
Excellent Majesty George the Fourth, published London �820, on the inside cover is a seal, 'Bound/By/W. Moffitt/No.23/Pitt 
Street/Sydney', hard cover with gold blocking pattern, �5�pp, on the spine is gold blocked, 'MUDIE'S/NATIONAL/MEDALS'. 
Both books with some loss of colour and material at edges and the first with a loose cover, otherwise good, the medals mostly 
toned nearly uncirculated, and a rare and unique presentation set. (Set of 40 in book-style case + book) 

$5,000

James Norton was born on 27 July �795 at Hastings, England. After qualifying as an attorney he migrated to New South Wales arriving at Sydney in September 
�8�8. His father, brother and three sisters later followed him and the family received a large land grant in the Mulgoa District with nearly a ten kilometre 
frontage to the Nepean River. James Norton also received a land grant nearby which he farmed. In addition, as there were only a small number of solicitors 
in Sydney, his legal business thrived and by �826 he took in a partner, William Barker.

James married in January �824 and had eight sons and two daughters. In �825 he became the first registrar of the archdeaconry of Sydney serving for thirty 
years. He was a shareholder in the Australian Agricultural Company and from April �826 a director of the Bank of Australia until its failure in �843. He was 
also a director of the Bank of New South Wales from February �823 until he resigned in May �826. In �834 he bought Elswick, a thirty hectare estate on 
Parramatta Road where he developed a wonderful garden and orchard. As well as his residence he also provided a row of cottages behind the house for his 
convict servants. In �84� he won several prizes for his displays at the Australian Floral and Horticultural Society Exhibition. 

James' wife died at Elswick on 23 March �840 and he re-married on � February �843 and they had three sons and two daughters. He was nominated for the 
first Legislative Council on �6 September �856 and worked on many legal bills however due to ill health he contributed little after �859 and his term expired 
on �3 May �86�. James Norton died on 3� August �862 at Elswick. The Elswick Estate was bounded by what is now Parramatta Road, Norton Street named 
in honour of James Norton, Marion Street and Elswick Street at Leichhardt. In �882 it was sub-divided and offered for sale as 600 lots.
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326*
The Steam Navigation And Commerce Of The River Murray, �853, in bronze (72mm) (C.�853/�), a restrike by Stokes of 
Melbourne using the original but very corroded dies (see Carlisle). The reverse with die struck corroded surface from the 
poor quality dies, otherwise nearly very fine and rare, even as a restrike. 

$500
Carlisle values the bronze, corroded die struck issue at $�,500 in very fine to extremely fine condition.

   

327*
Cessation of Transportation, �853, in white metal (58mm) (C.�853/2). Much mint bloom, good extremely fine and rare in 
this condition. 

$500

  

328*
Cessation of Transportation, �853, in white metal (58mm) by Royal Mint, London (C.�853/2). With edge bumps, good 
fine. 

$�50
Ex W.(Bill) Woolmore Collection.
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329*
Melbourne Exhibition, Victoria, �854, in bronze (64mm) (C.�854/2), by J.S.Wyon, unnamed. Toned, uncirculated and 
rare. 

$600

   

330*
Melbourne Exhibition, Victoria, �854, in white metal (64x8.5mm) (C.�854/2), by J.S.Wyon, unnamed, possibly a museum 
or VIP strike, 8.5mm thick instead of 5mm for normal striking. Some edge bumps and nicks, some tin pest spots, otherwise 
very fine and very rare. 

$500

Not recorded in white metal or with this thickness in Carlisle.
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33�*
Products Of New South Wales, Sydney, �854, in silver (73mm) (C.�854/5), by L.C.Wyon, plain edge as issued. Minor edge 
nick, otherwise beautifully toned, nearly uncirculated and rare. 

$3,500

Only 46 minted. See Journal of the Numismatic Association of Australia (Vol.6) for a list of recipients that includes Rev W.B.Clarke, Fitzroy Mining Company, 
Julius Hogarth, Sir Thomas Mitchell, James & William Macarthur and Sir John Herschel. This medal is one of the most attractive and important colonial 
medals of the �9th century and was used as both a prize medal and a medal of service.

  

332*
Products Of New South Wales, Sydney, �854, in bronze (73mm) (C.�854/5), by L.C.Wyon, plain edge as issued. A few small 
surface nicks and small area with light oxidation on reverse, otherwise toned extremely fine and rare. 

$600

Only 96 minted. Some notable recipients include Saul Samuel, F.C.Terry, Sir Alfred Stephen, Thomas Sutcliffe Moore and Prince Albert.
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333*
Australasian Holy Catholic Guild of S. Mary and S. Joseph, �863, Founded by His Grace John Bede, Count Polding, First 
Archbishop of Sydney, in brass (55mm) (C.�863/�), by C.Jehotte, with ring top suspension. Good fine and very scarce. 

$�50

334
Visit of the Duke of Edinburgh, HMS Galatea, �867-8, in white metal (47mm) (C.�867-8/�), by Thomas Stokes, Melbourne. 
Toning and some hairlines, otherwise extremely fine. 

$50

  

335*
Horticultural Society of New South Wales, to commemorate the visit of HRH Prince Alfred Duke of Edinburgh K.C. to 
Sydney �868, in bronze (60mm) (8mm thick), by Thornthwaite Sydney (c.�868/4) 'Mr. C.Matthews./for/Preserved Meats'. 
Lightly polished from rubbing and cleaning, otherwise good very fine and rare. 

$�,000

  

336*
Acclimatisation Society of Victoria, �868, in bronze (57mm) by J.S.& A.B.Wyon (C.�868/3). Some minor edge nicks, otherwise 
nearly uncirculated. 

$350
Ex W.(Bill) Woolmore Collection.
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337*
Acclimatization Society, Victoria, �868, in bronze (57mm) 
(C.�868/3), by J.S. & A.B.Wyon. Toned uncirculated. 

$350

 

 

338*
Commemorating the Opening of the Victorian Exhibition, 
�872, prize medal in white medal (47.5mm) (see C.�872/3 
reverse for this medal's obverse), by Stokes & Martin, 
unawarded. Toned, otherwise extremely fine and rare. 

$300

 

 

339*
John Reid & Sons Ld, Tannery, Est. �873, in silver (50mm) 
(C.�873/5). Toned very fine and rare. 

$300

 

 

340*
John Reid & Sons Ld, Tannery, Est. �873, in leather (50mm) 
(C.�873/5). Slightly off centre on obverse, otherwise very 
fine and very scarce. 

$�50
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34�*
Yass Pastoral and Agricultural Association, in silver (70mm) for Hardy Bros., uninscribed. Surface marks from being 
mishandled, otherwise good fine. 

$�00

  

342*
Agricultural Society Of New South Wales, �876, prize medal in bronze (89mm), reverse inscribed, 'Awarded/To/Evan Jones./
Colonial made/Silver Plate/Class.582,/�876.'. Edge nicks, some oxidation spots, otherwise very fine. 

$250

Evan Jones was born in London, England on 3� August �846. In �855 his family migrated to New South Wales and after finishing school he was apprenticed 
to a goldsmith in Hunter Street, Sydney. After completing his apprenticeship he established his own business at �5 Hunter Street and later moved a few doors 
away to number ��. By �875 he was operating from premises at 494 George Street and the Royal Arcade dealing in watches and manufacturing a wide variety 
of jewellery, silverware, Masonic medals, presentation pieces and medalets. He exhibited at many shows and won several awards for his craftsmanship in 
silverware and other silver and gold creations. He was also an alderman on the Sydney City Council from �882 to �9�7 during which time he was very active 
on various committees. He is best known in numismatic and militaria circles for his manufacture of the Lord Mayor's Soudan Medal in �885. Evan Jones 
died at Mosman on �0 May �9�7 and was buried at Waverley Cemetery.
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343*
Agricultural Society of New South Wales, in silver (90mm) for Hardy Brothers London and Sydney, reverse inscribed 'Montefiore 
Joseph & Co./Traction Engine/adapted for Colonial use/(Class) 466'. Superbly toned medal, most attractive good extremely 
fine and very rare in silver in this size. 

$�,000

Ex Spink Australia Sale � (lot 42�) and Sale 32 (lot ��88).

  

344*
The Royal Society of New South Wales Clarke Medal, �878, in bronze (55mm) (C.�878/5), by J.S. & A.B.Wyon. A few 
minor oxidation spots, otherwise good extremely fine - uncirculated. 

$250
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345*
Lodge Of Australia Jubilee, �878, in gilt silver (4�x56mm) 
(C.�878/6, this medal), by Wiesener, ribbon bar suspension, 
reverse inscribed, 'Henry Smith'. Test mark on reverse edge, 
otherwise toned extremely fine and rare. 

$600

A report in The Sydney Morning Herald, Friday �8 October �878, page 5 
stated, 'By the Suez mail, on Friday last, the district grand master, Mr. John 
Williams, received from the Most Worshipful Grand Master of England, his 
Royal Highness the Prince of Wales, letters patent under his hand and seal, 
conferring the right on the worshipful master, officers, and brethren of the 
Lodge of Australia, No.390 E.C., to wear a jubilee jewel in commemoration 
of the Lodge having completed its fiftieth year. The Lodge, no doubt, will 
celebrate the event by a festival, as it is the mother lodge of English masonry 
in Australasia.'

 

 

346*
Australian Juvenile Industrial Exhibition, Ballaarat, �878, 
in bronze (47mm) (C.�878/�), by E.A.Altmann, Melbourne, 
edge inscribed 'W.Batten.'. A few small surface marks, 
otherwise nicely toned good extremely fine. 

$300

This was the first Australian Juvenile Industrial Exhibition held in Victoria 
and it was staged at Ballarat's (see note) Alfred Hall. It ran from �5 February 
to � June �878. There were 205 silver and �72 bronze medals awarded as 
well as numerous certificates. In Class I Machinery, Engine Patterns Section, 
a bronze medal was awarded to No.27 William H.Batten, aged �9, of Vulcan 
Foundry, Geelong.

Note: The spelling of the name of Ballarat was regularly spelt as Ballaarat 
because it originated from two aboriginal words 'balla' and 'arat' meaning 
'resting place' but over time this was shortened to Ballarat.

 

 

347*
Melbourne International Exhibition, �880, in silver (5�mm) 
by H.Stokes, edge impressed 'J.Fergusson, Melbourne - 
Hops'. With rim nicks, two indentations on Queen's cheek, 
scratches and some spotting in fields, nearly very fine. 

$�50

Ex W.(Bill) Woolmore Collection.

348
Shooting medal, c�880, a trial strike of the reverse in lead 
(38mm), by A.Fenwick, a standard design type, on the back 
is inscribed in large figures, ��27. Small edge bump and 
several scratches, otherwise very fine. 

$50

The same design type was used with a Queen Victoria obverse in England 
and Australia and also in New Zealand but with a fern leaf suspender.  

With basic research.
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349*
National Agricultural & Industrial Association of Queensland, 
�883 in bronze (72mm) by R.Capner 'J Martin/�st Prize/
Plumber's Work/Juvenile Exhibition/Brisbane/�883'. Good 
extremely fine. 

$200

 

 

  

350*
Coonamble P(astoral) & A(gricultural). A(ssociation)., 
(�883), in silver (44mm), by Evan.Jones, ��. Hunter St, 
Sydney, with suspension ring and loop, reverse inscribed, 
'Coonamble/P & A.A./Awarded to/T.M.Keough./for 
best/5.two tooth Merino Ewes/bred by exhibitor/�883'; 
Agricultural Award Medal, in bronze (38mm), by Stokes & 
Martin, Melbourne,  obverse, merino sheep standing and 
facing right in field, reverse, 'Awarded/To ....' within closed 
wreath. The first with edge nick, otherwise very fine, the 
second toned and nearly uncirculated. (2) 

$400

Ex Martin J.O'Brien Collection and previously ex Noble Numismatics, the 
first ex Sale 88 (lot 979) and the second ex Sale 58 (lot 2847).
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35�*
Fire Brigade, handcrafted award fob in silver (30x36mm) with loop mount, by W.Kerr, inscribed on reverse 'S.S.V.F.B./No.4/
A.B.Clewland/2nd Prize/8 Men Hose Reel/Sydney �885'. Very fine. 

$�20

Ex W.(Bill) Woolmore Collection.

352
Tasmania, medalets and medallions, including Queen Victoria Jubilee, �887 (C.�887/85 gilt); Transvaal War �899-�900 
(C.�899-00/�0 gilt); George V Jubilee, �935 (C.�935/8 bronze) (2); Royal Hobart Centenary Regatta, �938 (35mm) 
(C.�938/�2 silvered tombac, with loop); �50th Anniversary of British Settlement, �953-4 (C.�953-4/2); Port Arthur Penal 
Settlement series, in bronze (7) (C.�983/24, �984/24 & 25, �985/88, �986/63, P/�� & �2). First and second holed at top, 
very fine - good extremely fine. (�3) 

$�00

Ex W.(Bill) Woolmore Collection.

  

353*
Centennial International Exhibition Melbourne, �888, in bronze (76mm) (C.�888/8), by Stokes & Martin, edge impressed, 
'J.F.Miller'. With small edge nick, otherwise nearly extremely fine. 

$�50

J.F.Miller is listed as a Clerk for the Exhibition (pg �5 of the Official Record).

Ex W.(Bill) Woolmore Collection.
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354*
Waverley Public School, stock prize medal in silver (45mm), by J.Moore, reverse inscribed, 'Waverley/Public School/�89�/
awarded to/Mabel Jex/For unremitting/energy in Studies'. Nicely toned, uncirculated and rare in this condition. 

$�50

The distribution of prizes for Waverley Public School for �89� took place on Thursday afternoon �4 April �892 and two special prize silver medals were 
presented by Mrs Allen, secretary of Waverly Public School Board, to Misses Gertrude Hughes and Mabel Jex, for general proficiency and unremitting energy 
in study respectively.

  

355*
The National Agricultural & Industrial Association of Queensland, in bronze (5�mm) by J.S.& A.B.Wyon, inscribed on 
reverse, 'Exhibition/�896/Jondaryan/Estates Coy/Strong Woolled/Merino Ram/Over �8 mos/Unhoused'. Cleaned now 
retoning, very fine. 

$�20

Ex W.(Bill) Woolmore Collection.

  

356*
Warrnambool Industrial & Art Exhibition, �896-7, in gilt (45mm), by Stokes & Sons, unnamed. A few small surface marks, 
otherwise extremely fine and rare. 

$400

Not listed in Carlisle.
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357*
Villiers & Heytesbury Agricultural Association, �899, in 
silver (38mm), by Stokes & Martin. Melbourne, reverse 
inscribed, 'Awarded/to/E.D.Evans & Co/�st for/Stock 
Saddle/�899'. With edge knocks, good fine. 

$200

Ex W.(Bill) Woolmore Collection.

  

358*
British Transvaal War Peace Medal, �899-�900, struck 
uniface in silver (3�mm) (C.�899-00/�8b, this medal), by 
Stokes & Sons, with suspender, ribbon and pin-back brooch 
bar. Hairlines and a few small marks, otherwise toned 
uncirculated and very rare. 

$300

The uniface nature of this medal and the tan stripes of the ribbon indicate 
that it was possibly intended as a military sports, or cadet, prize.

  

  

359*
W.D.P.D.P & C. (Williamstown District Poultry Dog Pigeon 
& Canary) Society, prize fob handcrafted in voided gold 
(9ct; 7.4�g; 30.5x40mm), no maker, ring top suspension, 
obverse inscribed 'JJQ', reverse inscribed 'W.D.P.D.P & 
C/Society/Presented to/J.J.Quigley, Esq/by/Cr. F.Woods/For 
The/Most Successful Exhibitor/At The/�904/Show'; also 
locket with ribbon and attached shield (locket tests as 9ct; 
tot wt �4.55g), obverse inscribed 'JJQ', reverse inscribed 
'Presented/To/J.J.Quigley./by his/Mother./April �3th �883.', 
inside is a cracked and faded b&w photo (presumably of 
J.Quigley). Very fine; fine. (2) 

$400
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360*
Eight Hour Day Fete, �904, fob in gold with rope surround 
(5.4g, 24mm) and gilt brooch bar 'Labour/Recreation/Rest', 
fob engraved on obverse '�904' within shield, '888' above, 
'Labour Recreation Rest' in scroll around, reverse engraved 
with 8 Hour Day Monument in centre, '48th Fete J.Feldtman' 
around. With torn and frayed blue ribbon, extremely fine. 

$600

 

 

36�*
Cardinal Moran Golden Jubilee, �854-�904, in bronze 
(5�mm) (C.�904/5), by W.J.Amor, Sydney. Uncirculated. 

$280

Ex Ron Byatt Collection.

 

 

362*
Cardinal Moran Golden Jubilee, �854-�904, in silver 
(5�mm) (C.�904/5), by W.J.Amor, Sydney. Uncirculated. 

$380
Ex Ron Byatt Collection.

 

 

363*
Church of England Grammar School, Melbourne, Jubilee 
Apl. �908, prize medal in silver (53mm) (C.�908/2), by S.&S. 
(Stokes & Sons), reverse inscribed, 'C.W.Franklin/�st/�00 
Yds./Under �6'. Some hairlines, otherwise beautifully toned 
and nearly uncirculated. 

$�20
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364
Church of England Grammar School, Melbourne, Jubilee 
Apl. �908, prize medal in bronze (53mm) (C.�908/2), by 
S.&S. (Stokes & Sons), unnamed. Small edge bump and 
nick, otherwise toned extremely fine. 

$50

365
Scotch College Melbourne, prize medal in bronze (46mm) 
(C.D/�), by Stokes, unnamed. Nearly uncirculated. 

$50

  

366*
The Royal Agricultural Society of Victoria, �909, prize 
medal in silver (35mm) by S.& M., inscribed around edge 
'�st Prize, Set of Double Buggy Harness (English) and on 
reverse 'Alexander/Morrison/�909'. With some edge nicks, 
otherwise good very fine. 

$�20

Ex W.(Bill) Woolmore Collection.

367
Royal Agricultural Society of Victoria, prize winner 
rosette badges, blue and red enamel (48mm) by K.G.Luke, 
Melbourne, with fold over pins on reverse. Very fine - 
extremely fine. (3) 

$�00

  

part

368*
Melbourne 8 Hours Committee, �9�0, fob in silver and 
enamel (25mm) by Wittenbach & Co, with scroll mount; 
together with Melbourne Cricket Club, season (�9)55-56, 
member's fob in gilt and enamel, No.6962; Victoria �50, 
�984-5, medalet in gilt (32mm) (C.�985/79). Very fine - 
extremely fine. (3) 

$�20

  

369*
People's Liberal Party For Australia, fob badge voided in 
gilt and enamel (23x27mm), by Bridgland & King, 378 P.O. 
Place W., with scroll suspender. Good fine and scarce. 

$�50

Note the similarity between this badge and the 'Australia For The Australians 
White Australia' badge and also the 'Population Production Progress 
Protection' badge, both issued about �9��-20. Apart from the wording they 
are almost identical in design.

370
Medalet, 'Dunbar' Broadway theatre �9�2, enamelled badges 
(8, mostly by Parkes), airforce buttons (5), NSW Public 
Works 25 Year Service Award, and �9�0 threepence mounted 
with silver case, chain, and cricketer, also Liberia brass label 
'The New Superb/France'. Fine - extremely fine. (�7) 

$70

 

37�*
For Australia And Empire, I Will Maintain, fob badge in gilt 
and enamel (2�mm), by Simes, Sydney, pin-back, features 
a white map of Australia with a question mark (?) in the 
centre. Some spotting on the map, otherwise good very fine 
and scarce. 

$�00

Note the similarity between this badge and the badge in lot 369 probably 
with a connection to the white Australia policy in force at the time.

 

372*
Australian Patriotic Badge, I Will Not Buy German Goods, 
kangaroo standing left on a British Empire shield, in gilt and 
enamel (22mm), by Angus & Coote Ltd, button hole lug. 
Small chip in enamel at edge, otherwise good very fine. 

$�00
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373*
Australian Comforts Fund, c�9�5, in bronze (5�mm) 
(C.ZN/�), by Stokes & Sons, with ring top suspension, edge 
impressed, 'Australian Comforts Fund S. A. Division'. Toned, 
otherwise nearly extremely fine. 

$�50

 

374*
ANZAC In Eternal Remembrance, �9�4-�8, in bronze 
(60mm) (C.�9�4-�8/�), by Dora Ohlfsen. Some light rubbing 
on a few high spots, otherwise uncirculated. 

$200

 

 

375*
S.A.R. (South Australian Railways), Islington, worker's 
badge, in gilt nickel (44x3�mm), pin-back, �9�9 in clear 
window; also Tasmanian Govt Railways, Hobart, parcels 
stamps for 3d, 4d, and �/-, �9�7 issues and all with cancelled 
stamping (Garratt type 3). The badge with most gilt worn 
off, otherwise very fine and rare, the stamps affixed to brown 
paper, used. (4) 

$�00
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376*
All Australian Peace Exhibition, �920, staged by South 
Australian Chamber of Manufactures Incorporated, in 
silver (5�mm), reverse inscribed, 'Aust. Implement/& 
House Furnishing/Co./Dining Room Suite.' Nicely toned 
uncirculated and rare. 

$300

The above Peace Exhibition was staged at Adelaide in the Exhibition Hall 
from 26 March to 22 May �920.

377
E.W. Cole medals, �9�8 (C.�9�8/I) and aluminium; 
aluminium medals Kurri Kurri (Alcan �976); Wollongong, 
Port Kembla, apprentice used �973; �959 medalets (2); 
Canada, Alcan, Western Australia medals �979 (4 different 
medals), Capt. Stirling; Ballaarat Tourist Dollar; tinny, 
medalets; Meissen porcelain �922 (2), Stephensons Rocket 
�829-�979; School medal �890-�990 (non-metal); Lloyds 
Bank toy coins in envelope; Sweden 25 kronor medal �993. 
Fair - uncirculated. (36) 

$�50

Ex R.J.Pearson Collection.

378
Centenary of Western Australia, �929, in bronze (39mm) 
(C.�929/2); RAAF 36 Squadron 50th Anniversary, �942-
�992, in dark bronze (48mm). The first with scratches and 
edge bumps, otherwise very fine, the second with some tone 
spots, otherwise uncirculated and scarce. 

$50

36 Squadron is a strategic transport squadron operating Boeing c-�7 
Globemaster III heavy lifters. It was formed at RAAF Station Laverton in 
Victoria in March �942. The above fiftieth anniversary medal was probably 
only available to squadron members when it was issued.

 

 

379*
Roo Club, medal in nickel-plated copper and enamel 
(62x76mm) by Amor, obverse, Kangaroo suspended from 
parachute, reverse inscription, Presented/By/Light Aircraft 
Pty Ltd/To/....../On Qualifying For/Membership In The Roo 
Club/Having Made/A Compulsory Bale-Out/on/..../Using 
A/Dominion/Parachute'. With some chipping to enamel, 
otherwise extremely fine. 

$650
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380*
International Air Race, England to Australia, May �930, 
brass  pin-back badge stamped on aircraft's side, 'Jason'. A 
few oxidation spots, otherwise very fine and rare. 

$�20

This badge was produced for Amy Johnson's �930 solo flight from England 
to Australia in 60 Gypsy Moth 6-AAH, named 'Jason' after her father's 
trademark. This was the first solo flight by a woman pilot. Amy also made 
record flights from London to Cape Town and back in �932 and �936 and 
in �933 London to USA with her husband J.A.Mollison. She ferried aircraft 
in World War II as a member of the Air Transport Auxiliary and died during 
a ferrying flight after parachuting out as her plane crashed into the Thames 
Estuary near Herne Bay on 5 January �94�. Unfortunately rescuers could 
not reach her before she drowned in the freezing cold water.

38�
Sydney Harbour Bridge bottle opener, �932, cast in brass 
(57.5x�20mm), with suspension ring; I (heart [for Love]) 
Sydney Ferries tinnie badge; The Australian Classic Series pin 
badges (5), by Nu-color-Vue, on cards of issue (issue price 
$5.95 each), all different for Kangaroo, Koala, Wombat, 
Kookaburra, and Cockatoo, struck in metal with enamel 
(25mm), clip-pin back; also Australia, one dollar, �984, with 
wide rim. Fine - uncirculated. (8) 

$60

 

 
lot 382

382*
Victoria Centenary Celebrations, �934, in silver (63.5mm) 
(C.�934/9), by C.Rayner Hoff. Toned, a few light hairlines, 
otherwise uncirculated. 

$300

 

 

383*
Victoria Centenary Celebrations, �934, in bronze (63.5mm) 
(C.�934/9), by C.Rayner Hoff. Toned, a few minor spots, 
otherwise good extremely fine. 

$�00
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384*
Sir Charles Kingsford Smith, �935, in bronze (5�mm) by 
Stokes, Melbourne, NAV (c.�935/6). Extremely fine. 

$200

 

385*
The Surf Life Saving Association of Aust, Meritorious Award 
For Bravery, in silver (36mm), reverse inscribed, 'Charles 
Denniss/The Entrance Beach/27th March, �937.'. Some light 
hairlines, otherwise extremely fine. 

$�,500

On 27 March �937, Charles Denniss a 22 year old fisherman and champion 
lifesaving club member from North Entrance was not on duty but as six 
persons were in difficulties simultaneously in heavy seas he came to the 
assistance of his follow lifesavers and went to aid a man named Richard 
Rider of Haberfield, aged 35, in distress at The Entrance beach. He donned 
the surf reel belt and line and battled through the wild sea reaching the man 
200 yards from the beach. However, he lost him when both were battered by 
huge waves and the line parted. Charles Denniss was drowned and his body 
was recovered some time later but the body of the man he was attempting 
to rescue could not be located.

As well as the above Surf Life Saving Association of Australia Meritorious 
Award for Bravery, the late Charles Denniss was also the recipient of a 
posthumous award of The Royal Shipwreck Relief and Humane Society of 
New South Wales gold medal and Certificate of Merit.

A bronze memorial plaque to Charles Denniss was erected at 42 Marine 
Parade, The Entrance Surf Lifesaving Club, The Entrance. The circular 
plaque with a wreath surround reads, 'Erected/By The Citizens/In Memory 
Of The Heroism/Of/Charles Denniss/Who Lost His Life/In An Endeavour 
To Save/R.Rider/27-3-�937'.

  

386*
N.S.W. Division A(ustralian) R(ed) C(ross) S(ociety), Red 
Cross Appeal Day, �940, in gilt and enamel (23mm), by 
Amor, Sydney, with pin-back suspender bar, 20/- on reverse. 
Scarce high value appeal badge, very fine. 

$50

 

 

387*
HMAS Sydney, Bartolomeo Colleoni Medal, �940, in 
oxidised silver (58mm) by Amor (C.�940/2), obverse, HMAS 
Sydney advancing at full speed with the smoking and disabled 
Italian cruiser, Bartolomeo Colleoni, in background, reverse, 
a representation of the plaque presented by the City of Sydney 
to HMAS Sydney. Unnamed. With two parallel scratches 
across medal rim, nearly extremely fine. 

$�,500

Ex. W.(Bill) Woolmore Collection.
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388*
Red Cross brooch (KC), in enamel and gold (�5ct; 4.�6g), 
by A&C Ltd (Angus & Coote), pin-back, reverse inscribed, 
'A/Small/Token/of/Appreciation/From The/Red Cross Day/
Committee/�94�', in a fitted case by Angus & Coote Pty Ltd, 
Jewellers, Sydney. Nearly uncirculated and rare. 

$250

 

389*
RAN Relief Fund & King George's Fund for Sailors, July 
30, �942, Guaranteed Souvenir from the Japanese Midget 
Submarine Sunk in Sydney Harbour, Sunday, May 3�st, 
�942, a rectangular brass (?) off-cut (38x24mm), with two 
Japanese characters on one side, with a pierced hole at edge 
for attaching 'Guaranteed Souvenir' card with details printed 
in blue, on the reverse is the hand-written name and address 
of the original buyer. Good fine. 

$200

A captured Japanese midget submarine was put on display at Fort Macquarie 
in Sydney and the admission price to view was children-6d, adults-�/- with 
men in uniform half price. At the exhibition souvenirs from the midget 
submarine were sold and all sale and admission proceeds went in aid of the 
abovementioned funds. It was later exhibited at various regional towns and 
state capitals on the same basis.

  

390*
Australian Industries Fair, Buyer badge, �940s, in gilt and 
enamel (25mm), by K.G.Luke, Melb., pin-back. Extremely 
fine and scarce. 

$�00

39�
Victoria, Numismatic Association of Victoria issues in 
various metals, �949 -�990, Annand Smith & Co, �949 
(2) (C.�949/5); Elizabeth II Coronation (2) (C.�953/8); 
Numismatic Exhibition Melbourne (3) (C.�964/4 brass); 
John Oxley (C.�969/�0 silver); Elizabeth II Jubilee (2) 
(C.�977/9); Royal Wedding (C.�98�/�2 oxidised copper 
(2), 24ct gold on silver, edge numbered 00�2); Victoria 
Sesquicentenary (2) (C.�985/2�, bronze and oxidised 
copper); Anzac 75th Anniversary, �990 (3) copper and 
gilt copper; Annand Smith & Co box, �990; together with 
Melbourne Numismatic Society, Capt Cook Bicentenary, set 
of three in sterling silver, oxidised silver and copper (39mm) 
edge numbered 39; Northern Suburbs Numismatic Society, 
25th Anniversary, �990 (2) in bronze and silver (38mm) 
numbered �4. Some in cases or wallets as issued, nearly 
extremely fine - uncirculated. (23) 

$250

392
Australian Natives Association, medals in gilt and enamel 
(5�mm)(2), sterling silver and silvered bronze, by K.G.Luke, 
three presented to V.G.Wright as Chief President �954-�955; 
President �965-�966; from Flinders District Council ANA 
�966; the silvered bronze presented to Mrs S.V.Wright, 
Chief President �983-�984. In cases, very fine - extremely 
fine. (4) 

$200

393
Australian Numismatic Society, Sydney Mint commemorative 
(35mm), �955, in silver another  Hyde Park Barracks 
commemorative (32mm), �984 in silver; Royal N.S.W 
Regiment, Soudan centenary commemorative (30mm) 
in silver; Whistlers Mother Painting (40mm) in silver by 
Franklin Mint; 25th anniversary of ascent of Mt Everest 
(39mm) in silver another commemorating Primitive rock 
paintings of Netherlands Antilles (39mm) in silver; Elizabeth 
II, coronation medalet (3�mm) in base metal. Also, Scotland, 
agricultural medal (35mm) in silver. Modern medals without 
packaging, very fine - uncirculated. (8) 

$�00

Ex Martin J. O' Brien Collection.

394
The Amateur Athletic Union Of Australia, prize medal 
in gilt bronze (45mm), by Nissen, Bris, reverse inscribed, 
'R.A.Vagg/�0,000 Metres/C.C.C'ship/35m.20s./26-8-6�.'. 
A few small oxidation spots, otherwise good very fine. 

$50

Bob Vagg was a distance running athlete. In �958 he won the NSW Novice 
Cross Country Male Championship (5 miles), representing Eastern Suburbs 
AAC, hosted by St George AAC at Scarborough Park, Ramsgate. He won 
the Australian Cross Country Championships in �959 in Melbourne. At 
the Australian Track and Field Championships �960-6� held at Lang Park, 
Brisbane he finished 3rd in the 3 miles race, and �st in the 6 miles. He also 
represented Australia in the marathon at the �964 Tokyo Olympics. Vagg 
attributed his success to doing paper runs from Paddington through to the 
hilly Elizabeth Bay area of Sydney and back since he was about �� or �2 
years of age.

With research.
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395*
Sir Winston Churchill/Sir Robert Menzies, in �8 carat gold (44mm) dual medallion set, dated �966, by Matthey Garrett 
(c.�966/9, �0). In case of issue with certificate No 196, FDC. (2) 

$5,500

Ex Dr.I.J.Bryan Collection.

396
A group of historic medals, including Royal Australian Mint, Canberra, c�966, decimal currency, in bronze (54mm) (C.R/7); 
State Visit to Australia of Israeli President Chaim Herzog, �986, in silver (50mm, 75.6g) (2) by Michael Meszaros (C.�986/20), 
edge numbered �46 and �75; together with Israel, Israeli Air Force, Guardian of Zion, in silvered bronze (60mm). All medals 
cased, nearly uncirculated - uncirculated. (4) 

$�00

  

lot 397 part
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part

397*
Royal Commonwealth Society, centenary, �968, in bronze 
(58mm) by K.G.Luke (C.�968/6); Royal Australian Army 
Ordnance Corps, 25th anniversary, �974, in bronze (58mm) 
by K.G.Luke (C.�974/�2) numbered 384 on edge; NAV, 
Victoria-Melbourne Sesquicentenary, �985, (3) in sterling 
silver, bronze and bright copper (each 50mm) by Hafner 
Mint, all numbered 0�6 on edge (C.�985/2�); Scouts 
Australia, �00 Years of Scouting, 2007, in pewter (58mm). 
All medals cased, the NAV cases with some rust spots to 
inside lids, extremely fine - uncirculated. (6) 

$�50

Ex W.(Bill) Woolmore Collection.

  

 

 

398*
Captain Cook, 200th Anniversary, �970 in .750 fine gold 
44mm, 32mm) by Matthey Garrett Pty Ltd (c.�970/36,37). 
In case of issue with certificate no 1624, FDC. (2) 

$4,500

  

  

399*
Opening of the Opera House, Sydney, �973 during Royal 
Visit by the Queen in .750 fine gold (32mm) by Matthey 
Garrett (C.�973/�6,�7). In case of issue with certificate 
0553, FDC. (2) 

$2,500
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400
The Australia State Medals, in 925 fine silver (6), �976, 
75th Anniversary of Federation, by Stokes for Franklin 
Mint. In display frame of issue with certificates and booklet, 
uncirculated. (6) 

$200

40�
The Australian Bicentennial Commemorative Medallion 
series, set of six proof sterling silver commemorative 
medallions, �988, set No.00645 of �0,000; together with The 
Official Bicentennial Commemorative Medallion, �988 (4), 
in base metal. In cases of issue, uncirculated - FDC. (5) 

$200

Ex R.J.Pearson Collection.

402
The Australian Bicentennial Commemorative Medallion 
series, set of six proof sterling silver commemorative 
medallions, �988. In case of issue with certificate, FDC. 
(6) 

$250

403
An accumulation of medals, medalets and tokens, c�830-
�990s, in various metals, with duplication, mostly Australia 
(76) and Great Britain (93), including Australia, Captain Cook 
Bicentenary, �970 (C.�970/2 aluminium, /23 gilt, /33 gilt); 
West Australia Sesquicentary, in silver (40mm) (C.�979/5); 
Bicentenary, �988 (�0); Bass & Flinders Bicentennial, �998 
(5); Westpac, Endangered Species medallion set of 6; Sydney 
2000 Olympic art pins (3); Great Britain, coronations (26), 
jubilees, Royal Wedding, �986 (�8); Canada, New Zealand, 
USA. Many in 2x2 plastic holders, poor - nearly uncirculated. 
(approx �80) 

$250

404
Medalets, Adelaide Exhibition, �88�, in gilded (22mm) 
(C.�88�/2); To Commemorate H.R.H. Prince of Wales Visit 
to Australia, �920, in silvered (27mm) (C.�920/5); Centenary 
of Melbourne/and Victoria, �934-35, in silvered (27mm) 
(C.�934-35/�); Souvenir of Visit to Royal Show, �948, in 
aluminium (28mm) (C.�948/2), with metal defect in form of 
a bubble from rim to rim at top on obverse; Sesqui Centenary 
of Issue of Holey Dollar, �964, in gilt (29mm) (C.�964/4); 
Captain Cook Bi-Centenary, Botany Municipal Council, 
�970, in gilt (30mm) (C.�970/8); Sutherland Shire, Captain 
Cook Bi-Centenary Commemoration Committee award 
medal, �970, in silvered (38mm) (C.�970/33); also New 
South Wales Police button (QC) in nickel silver (20.5mm). 
Very fine - extremely fine. (8) 

$60

405
Assorted medalets and medallions, �897-�988, in various 
metals, with some duplication, includes Queen Victoria, 
Jubilee, �897 (C.�897/26 (2) gilt and silver, �897/87, 
89); Transvaal War,�899 (C.�899-00/4, 5, 6[2], �3); 
Federation, �90� (C.�90�/45 white metal with ribbon 
attached); Commonwealth Fleet Visit to Sydney, �9�3 
(C.�9�3/5); Anzac (C.�9�6/2, �9�8/2 [2]); International 
Harvester centenary, �93�; Melbourne centenary, �934/35 
(C.�934-5/�)(3); Australia's �50th anniversary, �938 
(C.�938/5); Victory (C.�945/9); Captain Cook bicentenary 
(C.�970/23)(4); Heidelberg Jubilee, �984 (C.�984/�2 - 
5�mm); Melbourne Games (C.�985/28); Bendigo, �50th 
anniversary (C.�985/80); Sudan centenary, �985 (5); 
Australia bicentenary, Bendigo, �988. Some holed at top or 
with loop mount, fine - nearly uncirculated. (43) 

$250

Ex W.(Bill) Woolmore Collection.

406
Collection of Australian and some British medals, some 
items include Jubilee of Incorporation of Newcastle �909 in 
bronze (28mm); Gallipoli �9�5, Australia Day, Remember 
the Dardanelles in silvered (25mm); Royal Visit to Australia 
�954 (2, different); Captain Cook Bi-Centenary, Sutherland 
Shire �970 in gilt (30mm) (2); Gosford Shire �50th 
Anniversary �973 in golden plastic (52mm); Wauchope 
Amateur Basketball Association prize medal in gilt (38mm); 
Dulux Spring Club, Member No.�367, in dark bronze 
(3�mm); Playtime Club of Australia in gilt (30mm); Royal 
Life Saving Society Intermediate Star, reverse inscribed, 
'K.Chadban/7.�2.56'; various other medalets (8); British 
Coronation medals �902 to �937 (6), includes Proposed 
Coronation of Edward 8th �2.5.�937 in gilt (33mm) (Unc); 
also Joseph Stalin stick-pin by Amor and a �940 stick-pin, 
as well as fob medals (2), voided designs in silver with gold 
shield on obverse, the first marked for Birmingham �9�2 
by Hardy Bros and the second marked for Chester �920 
but maker's mark unclear, both uninscribed. Displayed in 
a handcrafted cardboard folder, very good - uncirculated. 
(29) 

$�50

407
War Widows Guild of Australia, club badge (32 mm) in 
sterling silver, number 6943, by K.G. Luke Melbourne; 
Royal Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Banks Medal (38 
mm) "Awarded by Old Milverton Horticultural Soc. to R.J. 
Perring, �967"; Masonic regalia (two pieces) Grand Lodge of 
South Australia; Scotland, Communion token, Leith. Good 
fine - extremely fine. (5) 

$�60

408
Assorted badges, in gilt and enamel, including South African 
Soldiers Association �899/�902 (S.A.); Victoria Racing Club, 
�920-2�; Royal Australian Navy Reserves; Demobilised 
Soldiers Association; N.S.W.M.C. Member, �930-�93�; 
Royal Agricultural Society of Victoria Steward; B.G.S.O.B.A. 
(Brighton Grammar School Old Boys Association) in silver 
and enamel; together with enamelled fobs (2) green/yellow/
green (25x�4mm) and blue/red/blue (30x�4mm). Very fine 
- extremely fine. (9) 

$�70

Ex W.(Bill) Woolmore Collection.
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409
Badges, includes The King's School hat badge, lug-back; 
Wickham S.H.S (Superior High School) badge, by Angus 
& Coote, pin-back; NSW Branch Transport Workers 
Union of Australia, �944, no.877, pin-back (pin clip fitting 
missing) (Smith 633); ARU (Australian Railways Union) 
National Convention Delegate, �980s, pin-back (Smith �44);  
Women's League of Health & Beauty, by H.W.Miller, B'Ham, 
pin-back; unidentified LSD badge handcrafted in silver and 
enamel and featuring an owl sitting on a crescent shaped man 
in the moon face and with 4 stars at top right, by W.Burtt, 
pin-back (missing pin); handcrafted, curved silver (?) shield 
inscribed '�902', no maker, lug-back; also New Zealand, 
Country Women's Institute 'For Home And Country' badge, 
by Young & Co, Auckland, pin-back; N.Z.W.Fed. �922 
Union of Brotherhood, WEST'Pt (impressed) B'ch, number 
44 on back slide. Fine - extremely fine. (9) 

$�20

4�0
Australia, M.J.R.U. badge, �940, in gilt and enamel 
(�7.5mm), by Millers Ltd, Sydney, numbered 30�; Aust 
Legion of Ex-Servicemen & Women badge (KC) in gilt and 
enamel (3�x26mm), by A.J.Parkes, Brisbane, pin-back (no 
pin), numbered Q904�; New South Wales NES Warden 
badge (KC), in silvered and enamel, pin-back; also Great 
Britain, EMU checkpiece guaranteeing chains have passed 
Admiralty test, undated, in bronze (26mm), holed at top; 
Temperance Society medal in white metal (38mm), by 
J.Moore, pierced hole at top for suspension; religious tinnies 
(2); E.R.M. - K.M.S. Belgium Military Academy jacket 
button in brass; unidentified WAACC badge, �877, in gilt 
(28mm), pin-back. Very fine - extremely fine. (9) 

$50

4��
An accumulation of tinnies, mostly Sydney charity badges, 
all in MacRobertson 'Old Gold' chocolate box. Fine or 
better. (approx 70) 

$50

4�2
Badges/tinnies, Australian, mostly World War I related, 
some other commemorative types included, mostly larger 
type (40) and some smaller (�5), together with Australian, 
mostly World War II related, cardboard and celluloid badges/
fundraisers (�3�). The tinnies in 2 x 2 holders, others against 
cardboard backing, all in plastic coin album pages, mostly 
good very fine or better. (�86) 

$200

4�3
Badges, includes tinnies for �956 Olympic Games 
representatives (8, each a different star athlete or swimmer); 
The Phantom's Club Member; Rocky Starr A Man Of 
Stamina; Snowy McGann; others (approx 60) including 
several very large types and other stick-pin non-tinnies (�3); 
other metal badges, mostly with enamel, includes N.S.W. 
Junior Farmers Club; Protestant Alliance Friendly Society 
Juvenile Member; Girl Guides; N.S.W. Gould League of Bird 
Lovers; LGCC; The League of Ovaltinys; Newcastle Lapidary 
Club; others including various club membership issues (60). 
Mostly fine - extremely fine. (approx �5�) 

$350

4�4
Victoria Police, belt buckles (2, large [64x47mm] and small 
[48x38mm], both with KC), c�947-53, by AROS, Australia; 
lapel badge 'Uphold The Right' motto (2, both QC, one 
silvered and another one in gilt on Victoria Police Official 
Merchandise card); commissioned officer's mess jacket 
lapel badge (QC). Some sticky tape residue on belt buckles, 
otherwise good very fine - uncirculated. (5) 

$60

4�5
Victoria Police, shoulder titles in chrome and enamel (2 
types, one no maker, the other by Stokes Melb.), both with 
two lugs on reverse; buttons (6, QV [2, one a reproduction], 
GVR [2], EIIR [2]), all marked by maker 'Stokes' except 
reproduction which is unmarked; tie stick-pin in gilt and 
enamel with image of Victoria Police badge (QC) motto 
'Tenez Le Droit', c�959-64; also Victoria Mounted Rifles 
lion's head slouch hat hook, c�880s, in gilt (39mm high) 
(Grebert p20�). The last with most gilt faded, otherwise fine 
- extremely fine. (�0) 

$60

4�6
Button collection, all in metal, includes St John Ambulance 
Brigade (�), General Post Office (KC) (�) also GPO brass 
title (�); Post Master General's Department (KC) (2); N.S.W. 
Prisons Department (4); Corrective Services N.S.W. (QC) 
small badge; Naval Dockyard Police (QC) (�); N.S.W. 
Police Force (�2); N.S.Wales Railways (EIIR) (�); General 
issue types for VRI (3), GVR (4); also African Royal Mail; 
various size issues but mostly medium to small. All affixed 
to cardboard backing, very fine - good very fine. (32) 

$50

  

4�7*
Black Family coat of arms badge, Australian version with 
kangaroo at top between motto Via Crusis Via Lucis 
(Cross the Path of Light), in silver (34x46mm), pin-back, 
hallmarked for Edinburgh �955, by maker 'M&C' (Mackay 
& Chisholm, Edinburgh). Nearly uncirculated. 

$�00

4�8
Australian Historical Medals 1788-1988, by Leslie J.Carlisle, 
2008, hard cover with dust jacket (22x30.5cm), 68�pp, 
with illustrations in b&w of almost all medals, the standard 
reference work for Australian historical medals and medalets. 
Some age toning around the page edges, a small loss of paper 
on the top edge of the dust jacket at the spine, otherwise 
extremely fine. 

$�00


